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A high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) is a transistor with a channel with high
electron mobility. An important performance characteristic of a gallium nitride (GaN)
HEMT is its high breakdown voltage. To improve this voltage, the GaN (grown via
metal-organic chemical vapor deposition) is doped with carbon atoms, yet this increases
the density of V-pits, which lower the device quality. In order to restore low V-pit
density, pentane is used as carbon source, allowing higher growth pressure. The effect of
the growth parameters pressure and dopant type on the V-pit density and morphology
are studied in this work, through examination of three species of samples: 1) low pressure
samples with high carbon concentration through precursor doping, 2) high pressure
samples with low (non-intentional) carbon concentration and 3) high pressure samples
with high carbon concentration through pentane doping. Automated optical inspection
and scanning electron microscopy are used to characterize the surface morphology of
the samples. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is used to study the origin of the
V-pit.
Increasing the pressure by 165 mbar and the surface temperature by 70°C) lowers the
V-pit density by a factor 3±0.7. Adding pentane further decreases the density a factor
10±5. TEM measurements attribute the change in density to an increase in lateral
growth of a factor 2.7±0.5 over 70°C and 165 mbar. Doping a sample with carbon
increases the average pit diameter and pit depth by a factor 3.5±1.5. Using pentane as
dopant changes the facet orientation of the V-pits from {11̄01}-planes to {112̄2}-planes.
Based on these results a simple model for formation and closure of V-pits is proposed.
This model states that V-pits originate when the vertical growth is disturbed. Growth
parameters temperature, pressure and carbon concentration affect the lateral growth
rate, which eventually can close the pit if it is high enough to overcome the disturbance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
High electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) made of gallium nitride (GaN) have attracted a lot of interest for applications in high power microwave device applications [1].
Typically these HEMTs are used in mobile base stations for 3G and 4G broadcasting
[2]. The high band gap of GaN is the important parameter enabling high voltage application. An important characteristic of the HEMT in these high voltage applications
is the breakdown voltage, the voltage at which the HEMT starts to degrade. Doping
is applied in order to further increase the breakdown voltage. Iron is a popular and
well-studied dopant, but is not applicable to silicon substrates, which for most applications is most favorable. For these silicon substrates carbon can be used as dopant, but
its effect is less well-known. The introduction of carbon has been found to increase the
breakdown voltage, but also introduces a decline in crystal quality and therefore overall
performance of the HEMT. One particular problem is the high density of hexagonal
V-pits as compared to iron-doped or non-intentionally doped GaN. A way to restore the
crystal quality while doping with carbon has recently been established at the Fraunhofer
Institute for Applied Solid State Physics (IAF); a different source of carbon (pentane)
is used. The influence of using this pentane, and the higher growth pressure its use
enables, on the density of V-pits is explored in this work. Additionally the influence of
the growth pressure and pentane on the morphology of V-pits is considered, in order to
try to understand in detail the mechanism involved in the formation of the V-pits.
In chapter 2 some fundamental aspects are covered, to provide an introduction into
the phenomena and apparatuses concerned in these experiments. Firstly the properties
1
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of the materials used to build a HEMT are presented, after which the explanation of
the principles of HEMTs naturally follow. The method of epitaxially growing layers by
metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) is explained afterwards. Explicit
details concerning the structures used in these experiments are saved for chapter 2,
where they are directly applied to the experiments. In the remainder of chapter 1 typical
crystalline defects are introduced and literature on hexagonal V-pits is discussed. Lastly
the inspection tools used in this research are introduced.
In chapter 3 the measurements of V-pit densities are described. It starts off by treating
the sample structure layer by layer. Some theoretical aspects are explained here to give
grounds for the chosen structure. Then the difference between the samples that are used
in these experiments is presented. Afterwards the experiments exploring the influence
of pressure and dopant on the V-pit density, to explore the effectiveness of pentane as
dopant in reducing the V-pit density, are discussed. The methods of these experiments
are explained before presenting the outcome of the experiments.
Chapter 4 begins with a description of the measurements carried out to study the pit
morphology, in order to try and understand the influence of dopant and pressure on
the formation mechanism of V-pits. Firstly the pit diameter is discussed, after which
the orientation of the pits are considered. From this orientation follows naturally the
determination of the facet angle. The last characteristic treated is the depth of the pit,
before giving an overview of all characteristics in the last paragraph.
Chapter 3 and 4 are mainly concerned with the results of V-pit formation. In chapter 5
the origins of a V-pit are treated by discussing transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
measurements, carried out by an external research group.
The significance of the results of the experiments treated in chapters 3 to 5 are discussed
in the discussion in chapter 6. This allows to propose a model describing the formation
and closure of V-pits. In the conclusion in chapter 7 the overall result of this work
is presented, after which the recommendations mentioned throughout this work are
summarized in chapter 8.
In the discussion some points need further elaboration, which is presented in appendix
A, about curvature and stress. Appendix B covers proofs for selected formulas used in
this work.

Chapter 2

Fundamental aspects
In this section fundamental aspects are covered in order to create a basic understanding
of the principles governing the phenomena and apparatuses mentioned in this work.

2.1

High electron mobility transistor

The structures studied in this work are high electron mobility transistors. Their application and the physics governing their operation are discussed in this section.

2.1.1

Application

A high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) is, quite self-explanatory, a transistor with
a channel with relatively high electron mobility. As other transistors it can be used in
switching applications (the heart of the computing industry), for signal amplification or
for power conversion. Originally HEMTs were developed for high speed applications,
but after the first devices were fabricated, scientists found they exhibited a very low
noise figure. Because of this noise performance they are widely used in low noise, small
signal amplifiers, power amplifiers, oscillators and mixers operating at frequencies up
to 60 GHz, potentially up to 100 GHz. HEMTs are therefore frequently used in radio
frequency applications, including cellular telecommunications, radar, radio astronomy, or
basically any application that requires a combination of very high frequency performance
and low noise [3].
3
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Figure 2.1: Band gap vs. lattice parameter for typical III-V materials. Reprinted
from [6]

The actual application of a HEMT depends heavily on the materials used. Whereas
HEMTs made of gallium arsenide (GaAs) can be found in cellphones and radar systems,
the gallium nitride (GaN) HEMT is mainly used for high power applications, such as
mobile base stations (3G and 4G transmitters) [2], power transmission lines and radio
frequency power transistors [4]. This difference in application is a result of the larger
band gap of GaN, allowing operation at higher temperatures and higher voltages. Current research on GaN HEMTs also aims towards applications in energy saving, exploiting
the low on-resistance of the GAN HEMT compared to conventional Si-transistors [1].

2.1.2

III-N material properties

III-V semiconductors, consisting of metals out of group III and group V of the periodic
table, are very common in a broad range of applications. III-N semiconductors are less
common, but have been attracting a lot of attention because of their different crystal
structure. In fact the Nobel prize in physics of 2014 was awarded to Akasaki, Amano and
Nakamura for the invention of a LED based on III-N semiconductors, GaN specifically
[5]. In figure 2.1 the lattice parameter and band gap of GaN are shown with respect to
other common III-V semiconductors.
In order to build a HEMT one needs a buffer structure and a barrier layer, as will be
explained in more detail later on. The ternary alloys Alx Ga(1−x) N (from now on just
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Figure 2.2: Sketch of wurtzite crystal structure of GaN. Adapted from [9]

AlGaN) are important in this buffer (assisting in the gradual change in lattice parameter
from substrate to GaN) and the most common materials used as electron barrier. For
ternary alloys many important parameters, such as the lattice parameter and electric
constants, can be deduced using Vegards law [7]. This states that the parameters of the
alloy are proportional to the concentrations of the individual semiconductors, i.e. linear
interpolation:
aAlx Ga(1−x) N = x · aAlN + (1 − x) · aGaN

(2.1)

Linear interpolation however cannot be applied to the band gap. In order to find the
band gap depending on the relative concentration of both semiconductors a quadratic
interpolation is more appropriate:
Eg,Alx Ga(1−x) N = x · Eg,AlN + (1 − x) · Eg,GaN + x(1 − x)bE

(2.2)

With bE an empirical bowing parameter, in the case of AlGaN valued at 1.4 eV.[8]
As opposed to the other, common III-V semiconductors, which exhibit Zinc-Blende
crystal structure, the crystal structure of a III-N material is the hexagonal wurtzite
structure. The wurtzite structure (figure 2.2) is hexagonal close packed and has a sixfold
symmetry. It can be seen as a set of two substructures (or bilayers), alternate planes
of hexagonal close-packed N-atoms and Ga-atoms in which three N-atoms occupy the
tetrahedral gaps of the Ga-layer and vice versa. The structure can be characterized
by the in-plane lattice parameter a (3.189 Å)[10], the out-of-plane lattice parameter c
(5.185 Å)[10] and the vertical distance of the two different atoms dc (1.955 Å) [7].
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Figure 2.3: Polarization of AlGaN under influence of tensile strain. Adapted from
[12]

2.1.3

Polarization

In a crystal lattice with two different atoms some degree of polarity (or polarization)
is inherent. In completely symmetric crystals all dipoles cancel each other out, leaving
zero polarization. Both AlN and GaN however exhibit a slight deviation from the ideal
Wurtzite structure concerning the relative vertical distance between cation and anion.
This leads to a spontaneous polarization. This asymmetry also implies that reversing
the order of the bilayers gives a difference in polarity. Therefore the difference between
Ga-face polar and N-face polar structures is non-trivial. For example the position of the
2DEG is different for both structures and a different height of the Schottky barrier is
found [11]. It is not easy to predict the polarity of a structure, but there are numerous
experiments to measure it. As it turns out almost all structures of GaN grown by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) on sapphire or Si(111) substrates are Gaface polar, so this assumption is also made for the structures used in these experiments.
When the material is strained, the deviation from the ideal wurtzite structure changes.
This adds an additional term to the polarization, called piezoelectric polarization (see
figure 2.3). These two polarizations are crucial for filling a two-dimensional electron gas,
which is a central element in a HEMT.

2.1.4

Channel formation

In a 2-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) electrons are free to move in two directions but
strongly confined in the third direction. This free movement of the electrons means a
2DEG has famously low resistance. At the interface between an AlGaN layer and a GaN
layer, such a 2DEG is formed in the first 1-3 nm of GaN below the interface. Looking
at the band diagrams of both materials separately (figure 2.4A), one can see that the
AlGaN band gap is much bigger than the band gap of the intrinsic (or undoped) GaN.
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Figure 2.4: Band diagram of AlGaN and GaN separated A) and put in contact B).
Evac is the vacuum level energy, Ec and Ev the energy level of the conduction band and
the valence band respectively. ∆Ec and ∆Ev indicate the difference in conduction band
energy and valence band energy between GaN and AlGaN respectively. Ef indicates
the Fermi level. χ is the electron affinity. Adapted from [12]

When both layers are put in contact (figure 2.4B), the Fermi levels align. This means the
bands in GaN shift upwards and the bands in AlGaN shift downwards. Andersons rule
[13] however states that at the interface of a hetero junction the vacuum levels should
align. This results in the bands bending back to their original position. By doing so the
conduction band of the GaN alligns below the Fermi level, thereby trapping electrons in
a quantum well; the 2DEG. As opposed to GaAs HEMTs, that need additional doping
of the AlGaAs to induce charge, the electrons filling the 2DEG are a result of the
polarization.
As explained before there are two polarizations found in GaN; the spontaneous polarization built in by a deviation from the standard wurtzite crystal, and an additional
piezoelectric polarization resulting from an additional displacement of the cations (Gaor Al-atoms) and anions (N-atoms) due to strain. At the interface between the barrier and the intrinsic GaN this tensile strain is caused by a different lattice parameter
and the small thickness of the barrier preventing relaxation. The spontaneous polarization in the AlGaN barrier can, similarly to the band gap, be estimated using quadratic
interpolation.
Psp,Alx Ga(1−x) N = x · Psp,AlN + (1 − x) · Psp,GaN + x(1 − x)bs p

(2.3)

With bsp an empirical constant, for AlGaN 0.021 C/m2 [14]. Both polarizations work in
the vertical direction and can therefore simply be added to give the total polarization.
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A change in polarization gives rise to a local charge density following:
ρ = ∇P

(2.4)

In epitaxy these changes in polarization occur at interfaces between different layers.
When the layers are homogeneous, there is no in-plane variation. This means that there
only occur jumps in charge density at these interfaces, with an according (sheet) charge
density of
σ = P (top) − P (bottom) = Psp (top) + Ppe (top) − Psp (bottom) − Ppe (bottom)

(2.5)

In a typical HEMT structure the top layer is the AlGaN barrier and the bottom layer a
thick layer of intrinsic GaN.
σ = Psp (AlGaN ) + Ppe (AlGaN ) − Psp (GaN ) − Ppe (GaN )

(2.6)

The bottom layer can be considered relaxed, since it is of sufficient thickness to allow
complete relaxation. Therefore the piezo-electric polarization of this bottom layer can
be neglected [15]. The AlGaN layer is however always under tensile strain. The piezoelectric polarization (which now cannot be neglected) and spontaneous polarization have
the same sign and add up. This leaves a positive sheet charge density, attracting electrons
from the AlGaN to the interface. Put another way, the polarization in the AlGaN layer
aligns itself with the positive side towards the GaN layer beneath. This creates a strong
electric field (in the order of 106 V/cm), which drives loosely bound surface electrons
and ionized covalent electrons to the interface. Here they fall into the quantum well,
filling the 2DEG [16]. The spatial separation of the mobility carriers and their donors
leads to an improved mobility, since the short-range ion scattering is nearly eliminated
[12].
A typical HEMT is shown in figure 2.5. The source and drain contacts inject and retrieve
electrons to and from the channel respectively. The gate regulates the resistance of the
channel, making it possible to effectively open and shut the channel. By applying a
voltage to the gate, the potential at the surface changes, giving the electrons in the
2DEG energy to escape the channel. This lowers the amount of charge carriers in the
channel and therefore the current between source and drain. In other words the current
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Figure 2.5: Typical HEMT device. N.B. the image is not to scale; the thickness of
the layers is in reality a lot smaller than the dimensions of the contacts. Reprinted
from [17]

between source and drain can be controlled by applying a voltage to the gate, the
important function in switching applications of a transistor. The HEMTs fabricated at
the Fraunhofer IAF are normally on transistors, meaning that the channel is open when
no voltage is applied to the gate electrode.

2.2

Epitaxy

Epitaxy (from the Greek epi (πι), meaning ”above”, and taxis (τ αξις), meaning an
ordered manner) is the growth of a crystalline structure one a crystalline substrate.
Ideally the material being deposited forms neat layers of atoms, without distortions,
building up a perfect crystal. A key element for perfect layer growth is matching of
the in-plane lattice parameter. In homo-epitaxy, where the growth material is identical
to the substrate material, this is logically the case. However in hetero-epitaxy, which
is more interesting for applications, the growth of one material on a substrate of a
different material, the lattice parameters are seldom the same. This induces strain in the
deposited material, which leads to defects and therefore imperfect crystalline structure.
The choice of substrate is therefore crucial in epitaxial processes. Moreover there is a
multitude of methods to control epitaxial strain, a field of science that is called strain
engineering. More detailed information on substrates and strain engineering is given in
section 3.1.
A lot of different methods exist to grow materials, ranging from plasma enhanced pulsed
laser deposition to sputtering. For growth of GaN typically two methods are used: Metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), also known as metal-organic vapor phase
epitaxy (MOVPE), and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The main difference between
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MOCVD and MBE is the ground materials used (organic compounds in MOCVD vs.
pure metals and simple molecules in MBE) for layer growth.
In MBE an ultra high vacuum is required in order to achieve very high purity material.
The materials are heated until they sublimate or evaporate. The gasses then condense
on the substrate and only there they may react with other materials. When sublimated
or evaporated the atoms have a very long mean free path, preventing them to react
mid-air (hence the beam in molecular beam epitaxy). A large drawback of MBE is the
slow deposition rate (< µm/h).
In MOCVD pyrolysis (decomposition of the gasses in the absence of oxygen) leaves the
desired atoms on the substrate surface, after intermediate chemical reactions. Here they
bond to the surface to form the desired layer of material. This process is significantly
faster (> µm/h) than MBE, but also has higher impurity concentration (consisting
mainly of carbon atoms from the organic compounds). A higher impurity concentration
leads often to inferior quality of the grown crystal structure, as will be demonstrated in
the main part of this work.
In this work the samples are prepared using MOCVD, mainly because of the high growth
rates, which is more interesting for large scale application.

2.2.1

Metal-organic chemical vapor deposition

Chemical vapor deposition typically follows six main steps (see figure 2.6)[18]:

1. Evaporation and transport of reagents (i.e. precursors) in the bulk gas flow region
into the reactor.
2. Gas phase reactions of precursors in the reaction zone to produce reactive intermediates and gaseous by-products.
3. Mass transport of reactants to the substrate surface.
4. Adsorption of the reactants on the substrate surface.
5. Surface diffusion to growth sites, nucleation and surface chemical reactions leading
to film formation.
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Figure 2.6: Typical processes during chemical vapor deposition. Reprinted from [18]

6. Desorption and mass transport of remaining fragments of the decomposition away
from the reaction zone.

The growth rate typically depends on reactor pressure, substrate temperature and the
III-V ratio. The substrate temperature dependence of the growth rate can be divided
into three domains (see figure 2.7A). Firstly, at low temperatures (up until ca. 600°C)
the growth rate is controlled by the reaction kinetics in either the gas phase or on the
substrate. In this case the growth rate (GR) can be modeled using an Arrhenius equation
[18]:
GR ∼ e

− kEaT
b

(2.7)

with Ea the apparent activation energy of the slowest reaction, kb the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. Finding the proper reaction to insert in this equation
is not as straight forward as one might think. The adsorption of the desired atoms at
the surface is only one of many reactions at the surfacei . In this domain high quality
crystal structure is obtained by minimizing temperature variations, as the growth rate
is controlled by chemical kinetics. With increasing temperature, the growth rate grows
less dependent on the temperature and is mainly governed by the mass transport of the
reagents to the surface (step 3). This is called the diffusion-controlled growth. At even
i

To give an indication of how many different reactions there are: a typical computational study by
Sengupta et al. [19] on the reactions involved, considered 52 different surface reactions (and 18 gas phase
reactions).
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Figure 2.7: A) Growth rate dependence on temperature for MOCVD of GaAs.
Reprinted from [18]. B) Growth rate dependence on pressure during MOCVD of GaAs.
Adapted from [20]

higher temperatures the growth rate is strongly influenced by desorption of the precursors (step 6), even lowering the growth rate. The influence of pressure can be divided
into two regions (see figure 2.7B). At low pressures, up until 20 mbar, the growth rate
is independent of pressure and governed by reaction kinetics. At higher pressures, more
than 100 mbar, the mass transport is again the prominent factor and the growth rate
√
lowers with increasing pressure as 1/ P . [20]
The III-V ratio can be influenced by changing the flow of both gasses. For increasing
ammonia (the source of N-atoms) flow the growth rate of c-plane GaN is found to
decrease, as for increasing trimethyl gallium (source of Ga-atoms) flow this growth rate
increases [21]. This can be combined to state that with increasing III-V ratio (Ga/N)
the growth rate increases.
In these experiments an Aixtron AIX2800G4 HT is used to grow the samples. This is a
vertical rotating disk reactor (see figure 2.8) with eleven rotating satellites for the wafers.
At point A the gasses enter the reactor via the gas inlet and flow radially outwards over
the wafers (one example at B). The wafers themselves rotate to obtain homogeneous
growth. Afterwards the gasses are removed through the holes in the outer ring indicated
by C. The white floor and ceiling of the reactor are made of quartz and can be removed
and cleaned to remove parasitic crystallized material, which eventually flakes off and
contaminates the wafers during growth. The reactor is heated by a radio frequency
inductor from below and furthermore equipped with thermal sensors and optical sensors
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Figure 2.8: Aixtron G4 11x400 MOCVD reactor. When the reactor is shut, the
gas inlet is placed at side A) and the gasses flow radially outwards. B) individual
rotating satellites containing the wafers. C) Holes through which gasses are removed
from reactor.

(LayTec EpiTT) measuring growth rate and curvature of the wafers (more on this in
appendix A).
The gasses are formed out of the liquid trimethyl gallium (TMG) or trimethyl aluminum
(TMA) for deposition of Ga- or Al-atoms respectively, by a bubbler. Then they are
transported through a series of valves, which allow control of the concentration of the
gasses, by a carrier gas (hydrogen) to the reactor. Obviously there are separate lines
for the ammonia and the TMG, in order to prevent them reacting before they enter the
reactor.

2.2.2

Epitaxy of gallium nitride

In MOCVD growth of GaN trimethyl gallium (Ga(CH3 )3 ) and ammonia (NH3 ) are
typically used as source of Ga and N respectively, as mentioned before. Trimethyl gallium
starts pyrolyzing at 475°C. Therefore GaN could be grown at growth temperatures
around 500°C, but this results in low quality crystal structure. High quality GaN is
grown at much higher temperatures, around 1050°C. Above 1100°C the GaN starts
dissociating and the grown layer starts to desorb [22]. There are two main routes for
the formation of GaN to take place; the precursors reacting in the air above the surface
(adduct formation) and the decomposition of the precursors at the surface (see figure
2.9). Especially the latter involves a lot of different surface reactions, making it a
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Figure 2.9: Reaction pathways for MOCVD of GaN. Reprinted from [23]

complex reaction scheme to study. In one computational model a preference for the
surface decomposition (for a reactor similar to the one used for the growth of samples
used in this work) was found [23]. More detailed information on growth of GaN (and
AlN) layers is given in section 3.1.

2.3

Crystal defects

During crystal growth, atoms can get misplaced. This induces imperfections in the
crystal lattice of a material that may eventually cause defects in the system. These
defects can greatly influence material properties, such as its resistivity and yield strength.
There are a few different types of defects, of which the ones that will be mentioned later
on in this thesis will be briefly introduced.

2.3.1

Dislocations

In figure 2.10 below one can see that an atom can be misplaced in typically two ways.
In figure 2.10A an atom row has placed itself in between two other atom rows, where
originally there had only been sufficient space for the two atom rows. Such a line defect
is called an edge dislocation. In contrast, in figure 2.10B the atom row is vertically
misplaced, inducing a line defect which is called a screw dislocation. The dotted line is
the dislocation line (l) along which the dislocation propagates. The vector b in the figure
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Figure 2.10: A) edge dislocation and B) screw dislocation. The orange vector b
illustrates the burgers vector. The purple line is a closed circuit to find the burgers
vector. The dotted line is the dislocation line along which the dislocation propagates.
The orange plane describes the slip plane. Reprinted from [24].

is called the Burgers vector, proposed by the Dutch physicist Jan Burgerii in 1938, and
describes the magnitude and direction of dislocations. This Burgers vector can be found
by drawing a closed circuit around the dislocation (the purple lines in figure 2.10. In
a perfect crystal, without dislocation, this circuit is indeed closed. When a dislocation
is introduced there is a gap in this circuit. The vector needed to close this gap is the
Burgers vector. A different way to describe the type of dislocation is looking at the angle
between the dislocation line l and the burgers vector b. When l and b are perpendicular
(figure 2.10A), the dislocation is of the edge-type. In case of l and b being parallel, there
is a screw dislocation (figure 2.10B). When l and b are neither parallel nor perpendicular
the dislocation is said to be of a mixed type. In GaN there is a significant difference
in the magnitude of the burger vectors attributed to the different dislocations, since
the lattice parameter for the in-plane direction (a=3.189 Å) and out-of-plane direction
(c=5.185 Å) is different. Since the elastic energy of a dislocation is proportional to the
square of the burgers vector, this also means that a screw dislocation has a higher elastic
energy [26], an important parameter in etch pit formation (more on that in paragraph
2.4.2). Large screw dislocations are often observed in III-N materials and commonly
known as nanopipes [27].
ii
Since he was a Dutch physicist, here a short biography; Burgers lived from 1895 to 1981 and started
his studies at the University of Leiden, where he came to know Albert Einstein, Niels Bohr, Hendrik
Lorentz and Kamerlingh Onnes. After finishing his PhD under P.T. Ehrenfest, he moved to the Technical
University of Delft where he was largely concerned with fluid dynamics, a field in which he introduced
an equation which has come to be known as the Burgers equation. Alongside this work at the TU Delft
he worked with his brother on crystallography, which lead to the introduction of the Burgers vector in
1938. In 1955 Burgers left Delft for the Institute of Physical Science and Technology at the University of
Maryland, where he worked on the relation of the Boltzmann equation to the equations of fluid dynamics.
In the summer of 1981 he died at age 86. [25]
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Figure 2.11: Inversion domain boundary (indicated by the arrow) of GaN. D denotes
the domain. Reprinted from [29]

2.3.2

Inversion domain

Crystal structures containing two (or more) atoms, are usually non-symmetric with
respect to exchange of the constituent atoms. For the wurtzite crystal structure this
means that the occupation of the sub lattices is interchanged. When two such different
formations meet each other, a grain boundary is formed. Such a boundary is called
an inversion domain boundary (IDB). This is illustrated in figure 2.11. The formation
energy of such an IDB is calculated [28] to be very low, only 25 meV/Å2 , depending on
growth conditions this means that they will occur often.

2.4

V-pits

The appearance of V-pits, also known as inverted pyramids, is a well-known phenomenon
in the epitaxy of GaN structures. Pit formation is undesirable, since they are mostly
deep enough to affect the important layers (barrier and electron channel) of the HEMT
structure. Typically they are known to lower the breakthrough voltage of a HEMT
significantly [30]. Other research correlated an increase in pit density with a decrease
in carrier mobility and carrier density [31]. For other applications, such as LEDs, the
presence of V-pits is beneficial. In these systems the V-pits prevent non-radiative recombination by creating barriers to diffusion of carriers[32], increasing the light emission
efficiency of the LED [33][34].
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Figure 2.12: A) cross section and B) top view of a V-pit.

Figure 2.13: Different crystallographic planes in the wurtzite crystal structure.
Adapted from [35]

Figure 2.14: Possible orientations of V-pits

2.4.1

Morphology

The name V-pit originates from the cross section (figure 2.12A) of such a pit, whereas
the term hexagonal refers to the six side facets such a pit exhibits (see figure 2.12B).
These six side facets are a clear result of the sixfold symmetry of the wurtzite GaN.
In order to be able to describe the different orientations of a V-pit, there exist a few
definitions describing planes.
In figure 2.13, the most important planes are depicted. The {0001}- or c-plane (figure
2.13) is the plane as seen from the HEMT, i.e. the growth direction is along the {0001}or c-direction. The m-plane describes the sidewalls of the basic wurtzite unit cell. The
a-plane is rotated 30° (adding this to the 60° symmetry this can be seen as a rotation of
90°) with respect to the m-plane. Both a- and m-plane are perpendicular to the c-plane.
Hexagonal pits can either have an m-orientation or an a-orientation, as illustrated in
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figure 2.14. A dodecagonal pit (a pit with 12 sides) exhibits both orientations at the
same time; six sides have an a-orientation and the other six an m-orientation. While
it is the established notation to refer to the tilts of the m-plane as the s-plane {11̄01}
and r-plane {11̄02}, the terminology in this work is expanded to cover similar planes in
the a-orientation. A subscript is added to these tilted planes to identify which plane is
tilted, an a-plane or an m-plane. This results in the following short hands: sm -plane for
{11̄01}, sa -plane for {112̄1}, rm -plane for {11̄02} and ra -plane for {112̄2}. With simple
geometry one can find the angle between different lattice planes (see appendix B.1). For
example for the sm -plane the angle with the c-plane equals:
α = tan−1



2c
√
3a


(2.8)

With the (fully relaxediii ) lattice parameters of GaN this gives a facet angle of 62°.
Measuring this value for the observed pits one can therefore identify the lattice plane of
the sidewalls. This value of 62° is mostly found in literature, for both indium-containing
AlGaN structures [36][37] and AlGaN HEMTs [33][38]. Only a few researches report
[39][40] a facet angle of 58°, corresponding to ra -planes, or report on dodecagonal pits
[41][42].
The angle of V-pits in reality is often not precisely this theoretical value. Through
adsorption, migration of atoms to the side facets and lateral growth, the bottom of the
pit will fill during growth. This will decrease the apparent facet angle [40].
Different crystal orientations carry a different surface energy. Surface energy quantifies
the disruption of intermolecular bonds occurring at the creation a surface. This practically means that a surface is energetically less favorable than a bulk, since there are
bonds broken or not used. Indeed the surface energy is found to increase with increasing dangling bond (unused bonds) density [43]. Energy minimization strives towards
diminishing surfaces with high surface energy and keeping the surfaces with low surface
energy. These surface energies are extremely difficult to predict and rely heavily on the
environment in which they exist. A popular method in calculating surface energies uses
density functional theory. For GaN surfaces only a few of these calculations are done
[44], but their applicability to this work is questionable, since the environment in the
calculations is different from in the experiments in this work.
iii

Strained lattice parameters do not affect the angle significantly.
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Formation mechanism

Even though the V-pits are reported on regularly in literature, no complete formation
mechanism exists. Literature agrees on the fact that V-pits terminate threading dislocations. There are numerous explanations for how these different threading dislocations
(inversion domains [38], nanopipes [45]) are formed. A complete formation mechanism,
however, linking the formation of threading dislocations to the formation of V-pits, is
not yet present.
A few proposed mechanisms are describing InAl(Ga)N HEMTs, where a large role is
played by segregation of indium atoms. For example Miao et al.[36] proposed that
segregation of In in a InAlN HEMT around defects prevents c-plane crystal growth.
This exposes the sm planes and reduction of the strain energy is achieved by an increase
in surface energy, provided by the sm planes [46]. The indium atoms prefer these sm
planes over bulk sites, promoting growth of the pits [47]. Hiramatsu et al.[48] linked the
different growth rates to different temperatures, but only considered InAlN structures,
where lower temperatures are needed to incorporate indium atoms. Yang et al.[49]
further validated this mechanism. Son [50], Wang [51] and Wu [52] claim reduced gallium
incorporation on the side facets lowers the growth rate of the facets. Since the plane
with the slowest growth rate remainsiv , this opens up the V-pit. These mechanisms
unfortunately rely quite heavily on (the segregation of) indium, which is not present in
the samples used in this research.
Voronenkov et al.[40] generalized the origins of a V-pit as imperfections that locally
reduce growth rate. Among these imperfections are inversion domains [38][53], stacking
mismatch boundaries [54], edge dislocations [39], screw dislocations [50] and mixed dislocations [39][50]. Interestingly Vennegues et al.[39] dismiss scew dislocations as possible
source and attribute V-pits to edge dislocations, whereas Son et al.[50] propose the exact
opposite.
Bessolov et al.[55] tried to explain the formation of V-defects through drawing a comparison with etch pits. These etch pits are also widely studied and experiments with etching
give a great deal of information on defect densities of epitaxial structures. As mentioned
before, pits originate at threading dislocations. By using etchants, pits are created
iv

This might seem counter intuitive, but is easily explained by the fact that fast growing planes grow
shut, making them disappear.
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at these threading dislocations. Since these pits are much more easily observed than
threading dislocations, one can deduce a pit density and translate this to a threading
dislocation density. Knoke et al.[56] convincingly proved (see section 2.5.3) a correlation
between the size of etch pits and the type of dislocation at the base of the pit. Weyher et al.[26] make similar observations and propose that not only the different elastic
energy of the different dislocation types is source of the different sizes (Cabreras theory
[57] states that the size of an etch pit is inversely proportional to the elastic energy
of the dislocation), but also the inclusion of impurities such as carbon. Bessolov and
his colleagues found this same parallel, but they fail to explain the part where the two
formation mechanisms (one governing etch pits and one governing growth pits) overlap.
Therefore its applicability to growth pits is not unquestioned.
Northrup and Neugebauer [47] propose that “the driving force for pit formation is a
reduction in energy achieved by avoiding the accumulation of strained material in the
region near the core of the dislocation. The reduction in strain energy is accomplished
at the expense of increased surface energy, and the size and shape of the pit is affected
by the surface and dislocation energetics.” They fail to explain, however, why some
dislocations result in a V-pit and some do not, as found by Vennegues [39] and Son [50].
Song [58] explains that V-pits are formed in order to relieve strain at a critical thickness.
Multiple other sources however discard this strain relaxation mechanism [51][59].
All in all there is no straight forward mechanism available explaining the formation of
V-pits.

2.5
2.5.1

Inspection tools
Automated optical inspection

In these experiments a Rudolph Technologies NSX 320 tool for automated optical inspection (AOI) is used (see 3.2.1). This machine automatically scans wafers with a variety
of microscope objectives (10x is used in these measurements) and a grayscale camera.
Defects on the wafer give contrast with the proper crystal structure background. By
setting a threshold value, the tool records places with high contrast (defects) found on
the wafer. A 4-inch wafer can be scanned in 8 minutes. The coordinates of the defects
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are saved, after which a separate Mathematica routine can build up a map of defects.
These defects can consist of particles, pits, cracks and in unfavorable conditions even
surface roughness.

2.5.2

Scanning electron microscope

A typical scanning electron microscope (SEM) can reach magnifications in the order of
100.000x. The magnification of a microscope is fundamentally limited by the wavelength
of the light, or more precisely radiation, used to image the sample (the smallest object
visible has dimensions of half a wavelength). This limits the resolution of an optical
microscope, using light from the visible spectrum, to around 200 nm. Using other
radiation with a smaller wavelength clearly reduces the resolution and therefore increases
the observed magnification. The wavelength of electrons for examples is orders lower.
Electrons used in a SEM typically have energies in the keV range. Using De Broglies
equationv relating energy (E) and wavelength (λ)
E=

hc
λ

(2.9)

with h the Planck constant, c the speed of light. With typical energies used (5-10
keV) this gives a wavelength of 0.1-0.25 nm, increasing the resolution by roughly three
orders of magnitude when compared to optical microscopes. Whereas in regular optical
microscopy the magnification is controlled by the power of the objective, in SEM there is
no objective and the magnification is controlled by the current through scanning coils or
voltage supplied to the deflecting plates. In a SEM (see figure 2.15A) an electron beam is
emitted by heating a tungsten filament cathode. These electrons are focused using one or
two condenser lensesvi (magnetic lenses in figure 2.15A) into a spot of several nanometers.
This spot scans over the surface, the beam being manipulated by the afore mentioned
deflectors or coils. Each reflection is coupled to its spatial coordinate. By scanning
(hence the S in SEM) the surface and putting all these reflections together in one picture
the total image of the sample is built up. The resolution is than merely a matter of the
size of the raster it scans (in German SEM is called Rasterelektronenmikroskop (REM),
v

Actually this formula should be corrected for relativistic effects, but it suites this purpose of just
comparing orders of magnitude.
vi
Using the term lenses creates the mental image of pieces of glass, but in this case it is a set of coils
wrapped around an iron core that create a magnetic field, deflecting the beam into focus.
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Figure 2.15: A) Overview of components of SEM. B) Pear shaped interaction zone
of impinging electrons. Adapted from [60]

referring to the raster that is scanned); the smaller the individual images in this raster,
the higher the final resolution [60].
As opposed to regular microscopy, the image recorded by a SEM is not built up merely
by the reflected light, or in the case of SEM thus the reflected electrons. As can be seen
in figure 2.15B below the high energy electrons are able to penetrate and interact with
atoms several micrometers deep in the sample. Through inelastic and elastic scattering
the electrons reach a pear shaped region in the material and several kinds of radiation are
emitted. All these different kinds of radiation can be captured by different sensors. The
primary source of the image is the by elastic scattering reflected primary electrons, which
is very similar to regular microscopy. Another important source is emission of secondary
electrons that are emitted by atoms in the material after electrons are adsorbed after
inelastic scattering. These two sources are linked to two different detectors (BE and SE
in figure 2.15A above). These secondary electrons are mainly used in imaging of strongly
tilted samples.
In these measurements a Carl Zeiss Gemini FESEM is used, equiped with a Carl Zeiss
1540 EsB detector. The images are typically made with 5 keV electrons.

2.5.3

Transmission electron microscope

Like a SEM, a transmission electron microscope (TEM) benefits of the short wavelength
of electrons to depict high resolution images of microscopic details. The main difference
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Figure 2.16: TEM images showing different pit sizes (large, medium and small) for
two different reflections. g indicates the two different reflections to image the sample. b
represents the Burgers vector with c indicating a screw dislocation, a an edge dislocation
and a+c a mixed dislocation. Reprinted from [56]

.
between these electron microscopes is the electrons used to build up the image. Where
SEM uses backscattered and/or secondary electrons, at TEM the detectors pick up
electrons transmitted (and elastically scattered) through the sample. A relatively young
technique, scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) combines the scanning
property of the SEM and the very high energy electrons of TEM to obtain even higher
resolutions. The use of transmitted electrons immediately sets an important constraint
of TEM: the samples have to be very thin, under 500 nm to study defects and under
100 nm for atomic resolution. If the sample is thicker, too many electrons get absorbed
in the sample and too few get transmitted to illuminate the photo sensors. This makes
the sample preparation and important part of TEM measurements.
TEM is also a suitable method to study dislocations through the invisibility criterion.
This criterion states that a dislocation with a Burgers vector non-parallel to the strong
reflection g1 is invisible for that reflection (a reflection indicates the crystallographic
direction under which the electrons hit the sample). The Burgers vector can be deduced
if the dislocation is invisible for a second reflection g2 , which itself is orthogonal to
reflection g1 , than it is orthogonal to both g1 and g2 ; b = g1 x g2 . This allows
to differentiate between edge and screw dislocations, as for example demonstrated by
Knoke et al.[56]. In their research they found a correlation between the size of V-pits and
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the type of dislocation they were terminating. This is elegantly demonstrated in figure
2.16. Using two orthogonal reflections they found that for large pits the dislocations
disappeared at one reflection, and for small pits at the other. For medium pits the
dislocations show up for both reflections. This suggests firstly that the dislocations at
pits of different sizes are not the same. Since the horizontal plane of the hexagonal lattice
is largely symmetric, there are only the vertical and the horizontal burgers vector. This
enabled Knoke and his colleagues to attribute the screw dislocation to the large pits,
edge to the small and mixed to the medium pits respectively.

Chapter 3

Pit reduction
In this chapter some more theory on epitaxy of GaN and AlGaN is discussed, in section
3.1, using the typical structure of the samples as a guide. Then in 3.2. the measurements
concerning pit density are presented, along with the first results.

3.1

Sample structure

In this research three different species of samples are compared. All samples are MOCVD
grown epitaxial structures for HEMT application. The buffer structures untill the first
(doped) GaN layer (GaN:C in figure 3.1) are for all samples the same. The choice of
buffer structure followed from years of experience in epitaxy of GaN on Si and sapphire at
the Fraunhofer IAF. The difference between the samples is discussed later on in section
3.1.6.

3.1.1

Substrate

The choice of substrate is of great importance in epitaxy, as earlier mentioned in chapter
1. One ideally has a substrate with a lattice parameter and a thermal expansion coefficient close to that of the growth material. When there is no possible candidate to suit
i
To offer a mental image of the relative size of the different layers; the important layers for the
transistor (the [2DEG at the bottom of the] barrier) only measure some 30 nm in thickness, compared
to a buffer of some 4 µm. That is to say if this report represents the important two layers, with some 1.5
cm in thickness, it would be separated from the floor by a buffer/stack of books 2 meters high (which
coincidentally more or less represents all the books and papers I read as a student). If you would include
the substrate, 675 µm thick, in this comparison, it would be as big as the Eiffel tower.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic buffer structure and high-angle annular dark-field STEM image
of the typical HEMT structure used in these experiments. N.B. The relative size of the
layers in the left part 2.1 is not to scalei . The white layer on top of the structure is a
contrast material applied at the preparation of the sample for the TEM measurement,
and is thus not part of the HEMT structure itself.

these both requirements, a proper lattice parameter is preferred over a suitable thermal
expansion coefficient. A large lattice mismatch is namely harder to compensate for than
a large difference in expansion upon cool down. These are not the only two important
parameters however. For example sapphire (Al2 O3 ) is a relatively often used substrateii .
It has a relatively large lattice mismatch of 13% [61] and additionally a very poor heat
conductivity. This makes for low heat dissipation, creating difficulties with cracking [62]
and decrease of electron mobility [63]. Silicon Carbide (SiC) is another suitable candidate, with a wurtzite crystal structure, and therefore matching lattice symmetry, and
a lattice mismatch of only 3%.[61] SiC substrates are very expensive however, making
them unsuitable for fabrication on a large scale.
Naturally there is a great interest in common and cheap substrates. Si(001) would
be a highly suitable substrate in terms of cost effectiveness and applicability, as it is
the substrate most commonly used in the silicon industry. Unfortunately the fourfold
symmetry of Si(001) allows for multiple preferred orientations of the sixfold symmetric
ii

Sapphire was popular in the time of pioneering of epitaxial GaN and simply because there is a lot
of experience in using this as substrate it remains a popular choice, even though it has a large lattice
mismatch.
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AlN, leading to polycrystalline layers. Polycrystalline layers are inherently linked with
grain boundaries and therefore high surface roughness and defect densities [64]. Si(111)
does exhibit a sixfold symmetry, just like GaN and AlN, which lowers the amount of
grain boundaries (they are still present since there are still two different orientationsiii
possible). Moreover the most common reconstruction of Si in the presence of hydrogen
(as mentioned before the driving gas in MOCVD and thus ubiquitously present) is a
(1x1) reconstruction [64]. This means the sixfold symmetry remains intact. The large
drawback however is a large lattice mismatch (17%), and a large difference in thermal
expansion coefficient (50%) [65]. The fact that Si(111) is used in spite of the unsuitable
parameters is a good example of the preference of industry for low costs over high quality.
A famously expensive substrate is diamond. Its thermal conductivity is a factor 4 larger
than SiC [66]. Instead of growing GaN on diamond, the diamond is grown (also by
chemical vapour deposition) on the GaN. In order to do so, the GaN is firstly grown
on a Si-substrate, after which the structure is flipped and mounted onto temporary
carrier. The Si-substrate is etched away and diamond is grown in its place instead.
The temporary carrier is then removed, leaving a GaN epitaxy structure on diamond
[66]. The diamond substrate is therefore purely aimed at application purposes and not
suitable to grow GaN on.
In these experiments 675 µm thick Si(111) substrates from Si-mat are used. The 100
mm substrates are negatively doped with arsene, which lowers the resistivity to 0.0010.005 Ωcm. A high resistive substrate is more favorable, since it increases breakthrough
voltage, but such a silicon substrate tends to crack or even break at the high growth
temperatures of GaN due to a different internal tension.

3.1.2

Seeding layer

For almost all structures concerning GaN on Si substrates, the first layer grown on the
Si substrate is a seeding layer of AlN [67]. This is done to avoid contact between gallium
and the silicon substrate. When they do come in contact, they react heavily to form
gallium-silicon-nitrogen alloys. These reactions, known as meltback etching reactions,
create holes in the substrate, which is clearly bad for the epitaxial structure build on
top of the substrate, since it disrupts ordered growth. AlN is chosen as material for
iii

The two orientations are a- and m-orientation, as explained in section 2.4.1
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the seeding layer as it exhibits the same sixfold symmetry as GaN and moreover has a
very similar lattice parameter to that of GaN (3.19 Å for GaN against 3.11 Å for AlN
[7]). This makes it relatively easy to grow GaN on the AlN layer afterwards without
much strain. The lattice mismatch between AlN and Si(111) (3.84 Å) however is a great
source of strain and therefore threading dislocations.
High quality AlN is grown at high temperatures (above 1100°C). It turns out, however,
that GaN grown at these temperatures showed a high dislocation density due to inclination of the c-axis and inversion domain boundaries [68]. At lower temperatures (around
1050°C) the GaN was of a significantly higher quality. At much lower growth temperatures for AlN (around 630°C) the quality appeared even higher [68]. Common practice
is to firstly grow a low temperature (LT) AlN layer on the Si-substrate and then a high
temperature (HT) AlN layer on top of this LT layer. The total AlN seeding layer should
be thicker as 100 nm to form an adequate diffusion barrier for the gallium atoms [69].
In these experiments the different structures are grown on so called templates, Sisubstrates with an AlN seeding layer grown on top of them. These templates are grown
in reactors with clean quartz ceiling and bottom parts to prevent gallium desorbing from
them and inducing the meltback etching. Fabrication of templates is done as follows:
the substrates undergo a desorption step at 1200°C during 15 minutes to get rid of any
adsorbents, before growing a LT (1080°C) AlN layer during 5 minutes. Afterwards the
temperature is ramped to 1280°C in order to grow a final HT AlN layer for 20 minutes.
The templates are then cooled to room temperature to conclude the fabrication of the
templates. Growth of the HEMT structure later on begins with a similar procedure
for the growth of an AlN seeding layer. This creates an AlN seeding layer of 250 nm
thickness in total. The bright line that can be seen in this seeding layer in figure 3.1, is
the interface between the AlN layer of the template and the seeding layer grown at the
start of the HEMT growth.

3.1.3

Buffer layer

A difference in lattice parameter and thermal expansion coefficient between the substrate
and the grown material causes strain, as mentioned earlier in chapter 2. A large difference
in thermal expansion coefficient, combined with high growth temperatures, is a great
source of tensile strain, especially during the large drop in temperature during cool down
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after the growth is completed. In order to avoid crack formation, one can apply different
strategies of controlling this strain upon cool down. The main aim of strain engineering
is to build in compressive strain to compensate the tensile strain resulting from cool
down at the end.
A first method in strain engineering is a graded buffer. Several layers of AlGaN with
diminishing Al content are grown on top of the AlN seeding layer. This can be done
gradually, resulting in a continuous gradient from AlN to GaN [69][70], or in steps
[71][72]. There are several parameters that can be changed, such as the Al content in
the steps, the amount of steps and the overall thickness of the buffer. If the material
quality, especially of the AlN seeding layer, is high, this can induce a compressive stress
on the GaN layer grown afterwards [73]. Leung et al. [71] observed through TEM
measurements, that the dislocation density decreases for each subsequent AlGaN layer.
They attribute this to the dislocations bending and annihilating each other near the
surface of each AlGaN layer.
A second method is the use of multilayers, also known as superlattices. The single AlN
seeding layer on the substrate is usually of too low quality to induce compression. A thin
layer of GaN grown on this seeding layer would grow fully relaxed, so no compressive
strain is built in. This would result in cracking at cool down, since there is no force
counteracting the tensile stress. The GaN is of significantly higher quality however than
the seeding layer. Growing an AlN layer on top of this thin layer of GaN causes the AlN
to grow fully strained or partially relaxed. The following GaN layer grown on top of this
AlN layer adapts the lattice parameter of the AlN layer, making it grow compressively
strained. By repeating this process (typically 50-100 times) a significant compressive
strain can be built in [74], to eventually counteract the tensile strain at cool down [73].
The last method makes use of AlN interlayers [75]. The introduction of thin layers of
AlN has a similar effect as the multilayer described above; the AlN is grown strained on
a thick GaN layer, after which the subsequent GaN grows compressively strained on the
AlN interlayer. The thickness of the interlayer is a measure of the compressive strain
introduced to the system, since the AlN can relax. The difference in lattice parameter
between relaxed AlN and GaN is bigger than between partly strained AlN and GaN,
and therefore the compressive strain of the GaN layer above the interlayer. However
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fully relaxed AlN can also cause crack formation in the GaN layer beneath the interlayer
[73].
In the structures used in this research the samples are grown with both a step-graded
buffer and two interlayers. The step-graded buffer consists of three steps; firstly a 250
nm thick layer with 83% Al content, then a 300 nm thick layer of 65% Al and lastly
layer of 25% Al, 550 nm in thickness. The actual amount of Al can be measured after
the growth with X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements. The measured content was
between 80.6 and 81.6% for the first layer, 63.3-64.2% for the second layer and 21.823.4% for the third layer. The interlayers consisted of 25 nm pure AlN. These layers
were too thin to measure their actual Al-content with XRD.
The choice for this structure follows from years of experience with growing GaN on
Si(111) at the Fraunhofer IAF.

3.1.4

Carbon doping

As explained before, HEMTs made from GaN are mainly used in high power, high
voltage applications. This means that the buffer layer, all layers between the 2DEG
and the substrate, should have a high resistance to avoid a breakthrough of a leakage
current to the substrate. A significant leakage current (commonly a leakage current
three orders lower than the devices maximal output current is considered significant)
reduces the switching efficiency of a HEMT. [12] The breakthrough voltage therefore is
an important characteristic of a GaN HEMT. In order to achieve this high resistance
the GaN layers can be doped.
Popular dopants to increase resistance are iron (Fe) and carbon (C), of which the latter is the most popular. When carbon is introduced into the GaN it can take one
of two possible positions; a Ga-vacancy (cation) or an N-vacancy (anion). Carbon on
other, interstitial sites has a high formation energy, and is therefore unlikely to exist
in great numbers [76]. Depending on which place the carbon occupies, it acts as a
donor (Ga-vacancy) or an acceptor (N-vacancy). It is found that the carbon introduces
deep acceptor-like trap states [77][78], implying that the carbon predominately occupies
N-vacancies. Trap states are vacancies within the band gap of a semiconductor [79].
Acceptor-like states, also known as electron traps, are electrically neutral when empty
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and become negatively charged when they capture an electron. Shallow states lie close
to the conduction band (of AlGaN) and have low ionization energies, in the order of
thermal energies (kb T ). Carbon at an N-vacancy has a high ionization energy of around
0.9 eV [78] and is therefore considered a deep trap, further away from the conduction
band.
These deep electron traps compensate conduction promoting impurities such as oxygen
and silicon, thereby increasing the potential barrier at sub-grain boundaries [80]. Since
the conductivity of GaN is controlled by these potential barriers through the so called
grain boundary controlled transport model [81][82] a high concentration of carbon decreases the conductivity of the GaN layers. Indeed the breakdown voltage increases
linearly with the trap density [83], therefore a higher carbon concentration increases the
breakdown voltage.
Apart from increasing the breakdown voltage, the carbon concentration also influences
the characteristics of the 2DEG. A high carbon concentration near the 2DEG is found to
decrease the carrier mobility and density of the HEMT [84]. Also the acceptor-like traps
formed by the carbon atoms are said to induce current collapse [85]. This is an effect
that increases the ON-resistance of the HEMT during high voltage application of the
device and degradation of the drain current [17]. A detailed mechanism that describes
current collapse is however still not available.
Carbon is already present in GaN layers, even without the intention of doping the layer.
The most likely source of these carbon impurities is hydrocarbon left at the surface
after decomposition of the precursor TMG [86]. Another possible source is the little
CO or CO2 that can be found in NH2

iv .

As explained before, the carbon tends to

occupy N-vacancies. This is caused by the high flow of hydrogen preventing the NH3
from dissociating, creating N-vacancies with low energy formation for carbon to occupy
[88]. The concentration of carbon is found to decrease with increasing pressure and
temperature. With increasing TMG flow rate the concentration only increases slightly,
suggesting that there are mechanisms at work that remove carbon from the surface
or suppress its incorporation in the bulk [89]. Investigation of these parameters at
the Fraunhofer IAF by Stefan Müller agrees with the correlations for temperature and
pressure. In contrast with the findings of Koleske et al. [89] the carbon concentration
iv

The CO and CO2 are byproducts of the reforming reactions used to generate H2 from CH4 in the
synthesis of CH3 [87]
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increases more strongly with increasing TMG flow. An increase in NH3 -flow lowers
the carbon concentration. Both these correlations concerning flow of precursors imply
a surplus of Ga-atoms and a deficit of N-atoms, supporting the mechanism of carbon
occupying N-vacancies.
In the samples used, there are two different ways of doping the GaN with carbon;
adjusting growth parameters (following the earlier mentioned correlations) to include
higher concentrations of carbon from the Ga precursor, and introducing a different gas
(pentane) exclusively for doping purposes. Unfortunately there is no literature available
on using pentane as dopant. Therefore there are no known correlations between the
growth parameters and carbon concentration for the growth using pentane. Due to
the complicated reaction schemes of MOCVD growth it is not possible to find a simple
comparison for the carbon incorporation.
The third species of samples is grown at high temperature to reduce V-pit density.
Without the addition of pentane, this induces a lower incorporation of carbon. All
species have such an n.i.d. GaN layer directly beneath the 2DEG. This is done to avoid
the earlier mentioned decrease of carrier mobility and density of the 2DEG by a high
carbon concentration.

3.1.5

Barrier and cap

The function and physics behind the AlGaN barrier have already been treated in chapter
2. The Al-content of this barrier is typically 20-25%. Higher contents can be beneficial
due to higher breakdown voltages, but the growth of AlGaN-layers with high Al content
is still a big challenge and it is found to be difficult to attach low resistance ohmic contacts
to this high Al content AlGaN [59]. Other research pointed out that a thin barrier gives
more stable devices [90][91]. This correlation is attributed to the lower strain in thinner
barrier layers. Since an operational HEMT experiences additional electrical strain (the
reverse effect of piezoelectricity), counteracting the initial strain, the initial strain due
to a thin barrier is additionally designed to prevent cracking over time. In this research
a barrier of 25 nm and 20% Al-content (19.8-21.2% from XRD measurements) is used.
This is thicker than reported in literature [90][91] and therefore induces a higher strain,
but the lower Al-content (compared to examples from literature) decreases the strain.
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The final layer, topping off the HEMT, is a thin layer of GaN. Although it is only several
nm thick, it can have a significant effect on the HEMT performance. The cap shields
the barrier from high electric fields applied by the gate. This reduces the electric strain
(caused by inverse piezoelectric effect) and therefore crack formation [92][93].
In these experiments a cap of approximately 3 nm is used. Applying a consistent cap
thickness between different runs is difficult due to sublimation of the cap at the high
temperatures after finishing its growth. Therefore a thicker layer is grown, anticipating
the reduction in thickness by this sublimation. The resulting thickness might differ
between the different samples. The thickness is not measured, since this is very difficult
for such a small layer with low contrast with AlGaN. In light of these experiments the
cap is of very low significance, since the pit size is of two or three orders of magnitude
bigger than the cap thickness.

3.1.6

Sample selection

As mentioned before there are three species of HEMT structures used in this research.
In table 3.1 the growth parameters are given for the different runs of these species. The
nickname is used in graphs and throughout the text. From this table it will be clarified
how the influence of different parameters can be explored.
Run M0830 and M0860 are grown with the same pressure and temperature, but with a
different dopant. This allows investigation of the effect of carbon doping. Run M0825
and M0860 have a similar carbon concentration and the same reactor temperature, but a
different pressure. Comparing these two runs gives information on the effect of pressure.
The dopant in both runs is different however, so any differences between the runs cannot
be attributed to a pressure difference solely, there might be an influence of the dopant.
Furthermore the surface temperature of run M0825 is significantly lower than at run
M0860 as a result of the lower pressurev . This effect should also be included when
attributing any phenomena to a pressure difference.
Another important difference between the samples is their maturity. The low pressure
samples (run M0825) are made using a recipe that is improved over a long time, whereas
the high pressure samples are made with relatively young, not optimized recipes. The
v

This is not a setting controlled externally, but a result of the higher pressure resulting in more cool
gasses near the surface, lowering the surface temperature.
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Table 3.1: Growth parameters for the different sample runs used in these experiments.
With [C] the carbon concentration, P the reactor pressure, Tr the reactor temperature
and Ts the surface temperature.

Run number
(wafer number)
M0825 (7,11)
M0830 (2)
M1007 (6)
M0860 (4,11)
a
b
c

Nickname

Dopant

A2, A1
R1
R2
B1, B2

precursor
n.i.d.
n.i.d.
pentane

[C] (cm−3 )
7 · 1019
2 · 1017a
-b
19
9 · 10

P (mbar)

Tr (◦ C)

36
200
200
200

1090
1090
1090
1075c

Ts (◦ C)
945
1015
1015
1015

Lower detection limit (of secondary ion mass spectroscope).
No data available, but assumed similar to the other n.i.d. sample.
The set temperature was 15◦ C lower, since the reactor had a new ceiling. These new
ceilings reflect more, since there is less buildup of crystallized material from previous
runs on it. This increases the temperature at the wafers. This increased temperature is
measured for the graded buffer layers, but disappears for the (doped) GaN growth.

epitaxy of GaN on Si is immensely complex and develops mostly through experience,
simply because there are too many parameters to explore their effect individually. The
pentane doped samples which are used, originate from a very early stage of development,
and thus might not be of optimal quality. In conclusion there are three different samples,
allowing investigation of the influence of type of dopant and the influence of pressure
(and temperature combined).

3.2

Defect density

To measure the influence of the earlier mentioned growth parameters on the defect
density, several methods are available. These are discussed in section 3.2.1. In 3.2.2 the
results are presented and their significance discussed.

3.2.1

Method

Goal of this research is to study the influence of growth parameters, specifically the type
of carbon dopant, on the density of V-pits. In order to achieve this several methods
could be used; an optical microscopic, an AOI and a SEM. The three different methods
have their specific pros and cons, which are presented in table 3.2 below.
The first option, using an optical microscope manually, is clearly the least attractive
option. The optical magnification is sufficient to study pit density, but the process
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Table 3.2: Properties of different inspection methods considered for these experiments.

Method

Inspection rate

Inspection
area
3 x 100
mm2

(Manual) optical Medium
microscope
Automated optical
Fast (entire wafer Entire
inspection (AOI)
in 8 min)
wafer
Scanning electron Slow (1 mm2 in 30
3 x 1 mm2
microscope (SEM) min)

Inspection
detail
Medium

Reproducibility

Low

Good

High

Good

Bad

is not very fast. Above all the reproducibility is very bad, since there is no practical
way to insert the sample consistently. Little rotations are easily made, making it very
hard to find the same spot on the wafer in two different measurements. Moreover the
magnification is not sufficient to study the pit morphology in detail. Additionally the
optical microscope does not allow tilting of the sample, an important functionality as
will be explained in section 4.3.1.
The second option, the AOI, can scan the entire wafer very quickly, an entire wafer in
8 minutes. As explained before in paragraph 2.5.1, AOI does not specifically record
pits, but just anything that has contrast with the background (see figure 3.2A below).
In some wafers this could be just some surface roughness, creating contrast, particles
that have dropped down from the reactor ceiling, or cracks. Normally the Mathematica
routine filters out the cracks , but as can be seen in figure 3.2B this is not always the
case. These cracks are seen by AOI as a large number of defects, a number much larger
(typically one or two orders of magnitude larger) than the number of pits surrounding
the crack. This gives a highly distorted defect density, which is calculated with a simple
Mathematica routine (figure 3.2C). For this reason AOI scores low on inspection detail.
The error margin in the measured defect density is typically 10%. A different method
is needed in order to change the AOI measurements on defect density, in a (for this
research) more interesting pit density.
This different method is the third method; the SEM. Due to its extremely high magnification the detail level is very high. The large drawback is the slow operation process.
Loading samples takes long and the high magnification makes the area possible to inspect very small. Locating the small area therefore takes a significant amount of time
as well. One clearly cannot measure the entire wafer using the SEM, so specific sections
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Figure 3.2: A typical defect map (1x1 mm) made using coordinates recorded by AOI
and a Mathematica routine. B) Cracks recorded by AOI (10x10 mm). C) Defect density
color map (100x100 mm). N.B. the two high density regions are not the high density
regions measured as mentioned in the text, since they are clearly not representative for
the entire region.

are chosen for closer examination. The results of these specific measurements are then
extrapolated for the entire wafer.
Since the density of defects is quite low (in the order of 1 mm−2 )vi , one cannot simply
scan the surface and find pits by pure luck . Fortunately the defect density measurement
done by AOI saves the location of defects, building up a defect map, which can be
used to simplify the search for pits. One important difference between AOI and SEM
however is the consistency in which the wafer enters the apparatus. In AOI this is done
automatically (by an intricate automatic edge finding and wafer positioning routine),
whereas in SEM one has to insert the wafer manually. This introduces an inconsistency
in the coordinate system used in both apparatuses; one cannot instantly use the map of
AOI without adjusting the coordinate system of the SEM.
To align both coordinate systems one has to find the corners of the flat (a wafer is
not completely round, but has one flattened side to have a clear reference point) of the
wafer, which actually is what AOI does automatically. Aligning the flat horizontally,
i.e. rotating the sample until both corners have the same y-coordinate, the rotation
misalignment is overcome. To additionally adjust for the difference between AOI and
SEM in definition of the origin of the coordinate system, one can find the middle of the
wafer by applying Pythagoras theorem (see figure 3.3A). By measuring the x-coordinates
of the corners of the flat one can find the distance xc (half the difference between the
vi

At 1/mm2 defects, finding a pit by luck is like trying to find a DVD laying on the ground on de
Dam in Amsterdam or the Alexanderplatz in Berlin. Sure, it is possible (if it does not get stolen before
you find it), but it would be much easier if there is a way to reduce the problem to finding a DVD in
your own backyard. It would save a lot of traveling as well.
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Figure 3.3: A) Using Pythagoras theorem to define the coordinate system for SEM.
B) Definition of the wafer regions.

x-coordinates). The radius of the wafer is known (in this research 50 mm), so the
p
2 − x2 + y
y-coordinate of the wafer middle is yc = rw
f lat .
c
After aligning the wafer in SEM, one can start examining the defects found by AOI. In
most cases the specific areas measured were high defect density areas, in order to increase
the inspection rate. Furthermore these areas were categorized in three different regions
(see figure 3.3B). The regions are the center of the wafer (r<10mm), at half radius (10
mm<r<25 mm) and near the full radius (25 mm<r<40 mm). Here it is specifically
mentioned near the full radius, since at the full radius (40 mm<r<50 mm) the grown
HEMT is highly defected for all samples. For this reason this area is not used in further
development of the HEMT and therefore also not measured by AOI. The definition of
the regions is made based on the distance from the center of the wafer. Considering this
distance the regions appear similar in size; (10:15:15). However since the area of the
region increases quadratically with increasing radius, this surface area of the regions is
not quite comparable (100:525:1075). This is in most cases not a problem, but does give
a different weight to the regions when taking an average over the entire wafer. One can
see this effect later on in the results, where the average value lies closer to the full radius
values than one might expect.
As mentioned before these entire regions are too big to measure precisely by SEM. For
each region (center, half radius and full radius) one or two specific high density sections
are studied. It should be noted that the high density of the section is chosen to speed up
the process, i.e. increase the inspection rate, but is still of a representative density for
the entire region. A map containing the positions of the defects in this section (see figure
3.2A) is used to locate the defects. The local pit density was calculated by checking how
many of all the listed defects in this section were pits. This gave a correction factor
(for example 9 pits out of 16 defects found gives a correction factor 9/16=0.56) which
was used to convert the defect density given by AOI in a pit density. An additional
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correction factor was applied for wafers showing cracks in the AOI map (figure 3.2B).
The number of defects attributed to cracks was subtracted from the total amount of
defects.

3.2.2

Results

The results of these density measurements are shown in figure 3.4. In solid blue triangles
the value measured by AOI is given, the hollow black square represent the corrected value
or the pit density. The horizontal red lines are the average pit densities for the entire
wafer.
One can quickly see that at higher pressure the average pit density decreases. Sample R2
has nevertheless a similar density as the low pressure samples. Measurement of another
similar sample produced density values close to the values of R1, so the high values of R2
seem uncharacteristic, probably because of instabilities in the different growth run, and
are disregarded. Nonetheless they are shown here for completeness. Then one can see
that the density drops with an increase in pressure (and consequent decrease in carbon
concentration) from 3.1-3.4 mm−2 to 1.1 mm−2 , i.e. by a factor 3/pm0.7. Moreover
the pentane doped samples have pit densities close to zero, 0.08-0.14 mm−2 . Relative
to R sample this is a decrease by factor 10/pm5. Relative to the A samples the density
decreases by a factor 30±10. It has to be said however, that in the pentane doped
samples a considerable amount of cracks was found. The large difference between the
defect density and pit density at the center of sample M0860-4 is caused by these cracks.
Important to note is that this not necessarily means that there are a lot of cracks in this
region, but that most of the points found by AOI are making up (part of) a crack, as
illustrated in figure 3.2B.
Another observation is the decrease in pit density with increasing distance from the
center. This suggests that at the center of the wafer the stress is highest, requiring
more stress relief in the form of defects. This difference in defects per region is nicely
illustrated in the defect density map, figure 3.2C. Considering that the correction is
roughly equal for all regions, this can also be used to illustrate the pit density. Since
this is the case for roughly all samples, pressure and dopant type do not seem to influence
this phenomenon. Therefore it is not discussed in further detail.
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Figure 3.4: Defect density, as measured by AOI, and pit density, through correction
using SEM observations, of the different samples. The separate regions are marked (C
for center, HR for half radius and FR for full radius). The red horizontal lines represent
the average value over the entire wafer. The error margins are 10% of the value.
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Chapter 4

Pit morphology
In the previous chapter the effect of different growth parameters on the pit density was
discussed. This density is not the only important aspect of the pits, the pit morphology
also bears crucial information, helping to get insight in the formation mechanism of
V-pits.

4.1

Pit diameter

The diameter of the pit is determined using SEM. Images of the top view of the pits
are made and later on the diameter of the pit is measured using pixel counting software
(ImageJ). The results of the diameter and depth measurement are presented in figure
4.1. below.
The error margins in figure 4.1 represent the standard deviation, which is significantly
larger than the error measuring the diameter. For the sample R1 and R2 the standard
deviation is significantly lower, although it should be noted that for all regions in samples
R1 and R2 one outlieri was removed. Looking at the difference in diameter one can
clearly see that the non-intentionally doped samples have significantly smaller pits, their
average at 0.36 µm. The carbon doped samples are on average a factor 3.5±1.5, with an
average of 1.25 µm for samples A and 1.18 µm for samples B. Pressure itself seems to
i

The outlier was a pit with uncharacteristically big diameter, affecting the standard deviation unrepresentatively. Removing the outlier decreased the standard deviation by a factor 3-10, justifying their
removal.
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Figure 4.1: Average diameter of the pits for the different samples. The separate
regions are marked (C for center, HR for half radius and FR for full radius). The red
horizontal lines represent the average value over the entire wafer.

have no significant influence (since both low pressure carbon doped and high pressure
carbon doped samples have similar diameters).

4.2

Pit facets

Another distinction between samples can be made using the pit orientation. There are
two main planes along which the side facets of a hexagonal pit can be oriented, the
a-plane and the m-plane, as mentioned earlier in section 2.4.1. Therefore the pits can
be divided in a-oriented pits and m-oriented pits. The difference between the two pits
is an apparent rotation of 90° (in fact it is a 30° rotation, the apparent rotation includes
the 60° rotational symmetry). For a dodecagonal pit, exhibiting 12 side facets, the side
facets are equally divided in a-oriented and m-oriented facets. These pits are from now
on termed mixed pits. In order to compare the morphology of the pits to literature (for
example on surface energy) the orientation of the pits is not enough; the crystal planes
of the side facets should be known. From the initially used top view however one can
only specify that the side facets are oriented along the a- or m- plane, i.e. the facets can
be only defined as {11̄0x} and {112̄y}, with x and y two unknown numbers. Therefore
in order to define the exact crystal plane of the side facets, the angle of the pits should
be measured, as will be done in paragraph 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: SEM images of the different possible orientations of V-pits. A) a-oriented
pits. B) m-oriented pits. C) mixed pits with a dodecagonal shape.

Figure 4.3: Distribution of the different types of orientation of the pits for the different samples. The numbers on top of the bars represent the total amount of pits
characterized for the sample.

All three kinds of orientations are found in this research. The pentane doped samples
exhibit mainly a-oriented pits (see figure 4.2A) and mixed pits (figure 4.2C), with a
distribution (a:m:mixed) of 18:0:29. The non-intentionally doped samples show almost
exclusively m-oriented pits (figure 4.2B); the distribution is 1:51:8. The precursor doped,
low pressure samples show both m-oriented and mixed samples, distributed 1:35:55.
These distributions are depicted in figure 4.3 to allow for a more insightful comparison.
The rotation of the pits in pentane doped samples is not a result of the higher pressure,
since the non-intentionally doped samples at high pressure do not exhibit this rotation.
The introduction of pentane to the system is most likely the cause of the pit rotation.
Although the term rotation is used, it is important to note that the pit not actually
turns; there is a difference in growth rate of side facets, preferring on orientation over
the other. The orientation of the pit also appears to be linked with the pit diameter.
An a-oriented pit is on average 700±190 nm in diameter, an m-oriented pit 390±180 nm
and a mixed pit 1200±350 nm. Figure 4.4 is a rescaled version of figure 4.2 to illustrate
this relative size.
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Figure 4.4: SEM images illustrating the difference in typical size between the different
pit orientations. A) a-orientation. B) m-orientation. C) mixed pit. The sizes presented
in this figure refer to the average size of all pits of the same orientation, not the specific
pit shown (although the specific pit size of the shown pits does not differ much from
this average).

4.3

Pit angle

As mentioned in the last paragraph the crystal plane of the side facets is of interest. In
order to determine this plane, i.e. the x in {11̄0x} and y in {112̄y}, the angle between
the side facet and the surface (the c-plane) is measured. From literature the most likely
facets (see table 4.1) and their angle with the c-plane (the top surface of the structures
in these experiments) are known. Since the pits for samples A1, A2, R1 and R2 are moriented, their angles are compared with literature values for sm - and rm -plane. Sample
B1 and B2 exhibit predominately a-oriented pits, so their angles are compared to the
sa - and ra -plane.

4.3.1

Measurement by scanning electron microscope

The angle is not measured directly, but via the depth and diameter of the pit. Clearly
one cannot measure the depth from a top view (without knowing the angle of the side
facets). By tilting the wafer, the bottom of the pit and the center of the pit (the point
Table 4.1: Common crystal planes listed with their official names, their nickname in
this thesis and the angle they make with the c-plane.
Plane
Official name
Nickname
Angle with c-plane (◦ )
a
b
c

Retrieved from [94]
Retrieved from [95]
Retrieved from [96]

{0001}
c-plane
c-plane
-

{11̄00}
m-plane
m-plane
90

{11̄01}
{11̄02}
{11-20}
s-plane
r-plane
a-plane
sm -plane rm -plane a-plane
61.9 a
43.19 b
90

{112̄1}
{112̄2}
sa -plane ra -plane
72.91 b
58.41 c
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Figure 4.5: Tilting of the sample allows for calculation of the depth of a pit. In
the side view the red parts represent the untilted sample and the blue parts the tilted
sample. γ is the tilt angle, dy the apparent shift of the bottom (represented by the
yellow line in the top view, and Y the depth of the pit.

where the lines connecting opposite facets intersect) shift with respect to each other and
one can calculate the depth with simple trigonometry (see figure 4.5).
Measuring the apparent distance between the bottom of the pit and the center of the
pit (the yellow line and dy) and the diameter (D), the facet angle (α) of the pit is:
α = tan

−1



2dy
D · sinγ


(4.1)

with γ the tilt angle of the wafer (see appendix B.2 for a derivation). The measurement
of these distances is done using a simple software program (ImageJ) which can count
pixels. Using the scale bar, which is automatically recorded for each image taken, it is
straight forward to determine the distances. For some of the non-symmetric pits D/2
is not accurate and is replaced by the horizontal component of the side facet. These
non-symmetric pits also proof to be difficult in determining the center of the pit, as the
lines connecting opposite facets do not cross in one point. The error in this measurement
is mainly attributed to the inaccuracy in exactly finding the center of the pit and the
bottom. This inaccuracy is however within the statistical deviation of the difference in
angle in the pits. The standard deviation is therefore chosen as error margin, similarly
to the earlier measurements.

4.3.2

Measurement by focused ion beam

A more direct approach on measuring the opening angle of the pit is making a cross
section of the pit and directly measuring the angle. This can be done by using a focused
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Figure 4.6: SEM images of A) Pit before milling with FIB. B) Pit after milling. The
material that is cut out deposits on the side walls of the pit, forming drops. C) Focusing
difficulties leading to blurred cross section.

ion beamii (FIB) to mill half of the pit (and some extra material to be able to observe
the pit). This process is briefly shown in figure 4.6.
This method however is much more time consuming and not much more precise. The
great difficulty with these cross sections is focusing, leading to blurred images of the cut
line of the side facets (figure 4.6C). This eventually made measuring the opening angle
(done with the same software program ImageJ) susceptible to a similar error margin as
tilting the wafer. Tilting the wafer was thus chosen as the preferred method, since it is
significantly less time consuming.

4.3.3

Results

The results of the angle measurement by tilting the sample in the SEM are shown figure
4.7.The figure shows a large error margin for nearly all samples and regions. This error
margin is, similar to the diameter measurements, defined as the standard deviation of
the angle of different pits. Even with these large error margins a clear deviation from
literature values for samples A1, A2, R1 and R2 is found. Voronenkov et al.[40] give
an explanation for this observation: during growth in the c-direction the side facets of
the V-pit grow along, due to diffusion of atoms into the pit and adsorption of atoms
at the surfaces. A difference in growth rate between the side facets and the c-direction
decreases the angle, eventually closing the pit. When applied to these measurements
one can therefore conclude that samples A1, A2, R1 and R2 originally exhibit sm -plane
side facets, which are partly filled with additional growth material later on. A similar
observation can be made for samples B1 and B2, where the average value of the facet
angle is lower than the value from literature for an ra -plane (and so far below the sa -plane
that this value from literature is not shown in the graph).
ii

A focused ion beam uses high energy gallium ions to bombard the surface. This way one can locally
remove material via sputtering, a process which is commonly named milling.
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Figure 4.7: The facet angle of the V-pits for the different samples. Long horizontal
lines represent the theoretical value of the facet angle of crystal planes.The separate
regions are marked (C for center, HR for half radius and FR for full radius). The
red horizontal lines represent the average value over the entire wafer. During the
measurement of FR at sample R2, technical difficulties with the SEM resulted in blurred
images, which made it too difficult to measure the angle.

A second observation on this graph is the absence of correlation between the position
on the wafer (center, half radius or full radius) and the angle. Combining this with the
large standard deviation one might say that there is no evidence of the facet angle of
the pit depending on the position on the wafer.

4.4

Pit depth

To complete the picture, figure 4.8 gives the pit depth for the different samples. With the
facet angle and the diameter already known, it does not provide a lot of new information.
Therefore it is chosen to only present the average depth of the samples. One can see
that the n.i.d. samples have more shallow pits (0.16-0.25 /mum) than the doped pits
(0.57-0.8 µm), an increase of a factor 3.5±1.5. This indicates that the pits of nonintentionally doped samples originate later on in the growth process. The depth can
obviously be linked with the layer structure, so indicated on the y-axis of figure 4.8 are
the different layers. With this added detail one might see that the origin of the pits
for the doped samples is found in a doped layer. Not all origins, however, necessarily
lie directly beneath the V-pit (at the tip of the inverted pyramid), as will be shown in
chapter 5. More on the implications of this in chapter 6.3.
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Figure 4.8: Depth of the different pits. The horizontal dotted line indicates the
interface between the undoped GaN and doped GaN layer.

4.5

Summary

With all the results presented it is now possible to discuss the overall influence of the
different parameters on pit density and morphology. In table 4.2 an overview of the
(rounded) results is given.
From this table one can see that a higher pressure (samples R and B) decreases the pit
density. Carbon doping of the samples (A and B) increases pit diameter and depth.
These larger pits exhibit dodecagonal shapes or mixed orientations. Using pentane as
dopant (samples B1 and B2) leads to the lowest pit density, but also induces crack
formation. Moreover the pentane doped samples show an a-orientation.

Table 4.2: Overview of the resulting pit density and morphology for the different
samples
Sample
A1
A2
R1
R2
B1
B2

Pit density (mm−2 )
3
3
1
3
0.1
0.1

Cracks
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Pit diameter (µm)
1
1.5
0.4
0.3
1.4
1

Pit orientation
m- and mixed
m- and mixed
m-oriented
m-oriented
a- and mixed
a- and mixed

Depth (µm)
0.6
0.8
0.2
0.3
0.8
0.6

Chapter 5

Pit origins
In the previous chapters the influence of the growth parameters on pit density and
morpoholgy is treated. These measurements are limited to observation of the surface,
and therefore only explore the result of pit formation. Equally interesting is investigation
of the origin of pit formation. Possible causes of this V-pit formation are discussed in
this chapter.
In order to investigate the origins of the pit formation, TEM measurements were done
on selected pits for sample A (low pressure and precursor doped) and sample B (high
pressure and pentane doped). These TEM measurements were carried out by Andreas
Graff, Susanne Hübner and Michel Simon-Najasek at the Fraunhofer Center for Applied
Microstructure Diagnostics, part of the Fraunhofer Institute for Mechanics of Materials
in Halle, Germany. It is important to note that these measurements concern two single
pits, which is statistically speaking very limited, but unfortunately induced by time and
financial constraints. These pits were selected for their symmetric shape and typical
size. These pits might not be more common than asymmetric pits, but the symmetry
in the pits suggests a more fundamental cause than asymmetric pits, which exist in a
multitude of shapes. Furthermore one of the pits is found on a separate, low pressure,
precursor doped sample from the same run as sample A1 and A2. This sample is not
investigated on pit density or morphology, so no characteristics, such as predominant
orientation or pit density, of the sample are available. Nonetheless these characteristics
are assumed to be similar to the thoroughly investigated samples A1 and A2.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic buffer structure and high-angle annular dark-field STEM image
of the typical HEMT structure used in these experiments. The particle lies at the AlN
regrowth interface.

In figure 5.1 one can see one of the TEM images from the measurements (earlier presented
in section 3.1 to introduce the HEMT structure). This image clearly suggests a cause of
the V-pit formation, a particle directly below the V-pit. This particle seems to originate
from the regrowth interface of the AlN seeding layer, which suggests that a particle fell
down on the template structure before the growth of the HEMT structure. By means
of energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) the composition of this particle can be
measured, as shown in figure 5.2. These measurements indicate that the particle mainly
consists of AlGaN, with a some oxygen and carbon contaminants at the surface of the
particle. This suggests that this particle is not a foreign particle, but was present at the
ceiling after grown during earlier runs, therefore exposed to gallium, and fell down on
the template before the seeding layer growth, possibly during heating of the reactor.
With the particle on the template, the subsequent grown HEMT layers are affected by
its presence. Near the particle the layer thickness decreases, while at the same time
material is growing on top of the particle. This greatly influences the growth front of
the layers, as illustrated in figure 5.3. At the last graded buffer layer the growth front
is almost recovered, but not in time for the GaN growth. At this first GaN layer the
growth front dramatically alters. The lateral growth needed to close the pit is lower
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Figure 5.2: EDX measurement of the particle found at the regrowth interface of the
AlN layer directly beneath the V-pit. The letters represent the atoms depected. Scale
bars are 100nm long

Figure 5.3: High-angle annular dark-field STEM image depicting the disturbance of
the growth fronts of the graded buffer layers by the particle.

than the vertical growth, promoting growth of a V-pit. In order to close the pit, i.e. to
restore the growth front to a horizontal line, an increased lateral growth is needed.
Relating lateral growth to closure of a V-pit, one can propose a correlation between
lateral growth and pit density. Namely, a high lateral growth restores the growth front
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Figure 5.4: High-angle annular dark-field STEM image of the origin of a V-pit in a
pentane doped sample.

more easily and therefore closes pits, which eventually is seen as a lower pit density.
Applying this mechanism to compare pits in sample A and sample B, one can predict
two things about a V-pit in sample B. Firstly one can say that in sample B the lateral
growth rate is higher, since it has a lower pit density. Secondly it predicts the cause of
the V-pit. Since the V-pit still remains, even with the higher lateral growth rate, the
particle (and subsequent disturbance of the step graded buffer) causing pit formation,
must be larger than in sample A. Looking at the TEM image for a pit in sample B
(figure 5.4) both of these predictions hold. Firstly the increased lateral growth is clearly
visible as a larger distance between the side facets of the pit marked by the dark AlN
interlayer. Measuring the relative lateral growth rate, the lateral growth rate divided by
the vertical growth rate, the increase in lateral growth rate can be quantified. For sample
A this relative lateral growth rate is 0.25±0.04, whereas for sample B this is 0.67±0.04,
an increase of a factor 2.7±0.5. Secondly one can clearly see that the particle, in this
case originating at the silicon substrate, and subsequent disturbance of the step graded
buffer, are bigger. Unfortunately EDX measurements are not (yet) available to measure
the contents of the particle.
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Since these measurements entail only two pits, the drawn conclusions are possibly not
statistically stable. To summarize these speculations, a proposed formation mechanism
is presented below.

1. A particle falls on the template or substrate.
2. The ordered, vertical growth of subsequent layers is disturbed by the presence of
the particle.
3. sm - or ra -planes are grown as alternative to the growth in the c-direction (if the
growth front not recover before the GaN layers grow).
4. Lateral growth fills the pit, decreasing the facet angle, on its way to close the pit.

Chapter 6

Discussion
The measurements performed in this research suggest a significant influence of doping
on the pit density and pit morphology. Five significant trends were found and will be
discussed here. To summarize, a model describing the formation and closure of V-pits
is proposed. After that a speculative, improved model is presented.

6.1

Decrease in pit density

The first observation is the decrease in pit density at high pressure. From the TEM
measurements, discussed in chapter 5, one would say that the lateral growth rate (LGR)
increases with pressure, shutting the V-pits. Habel [21] and Hiramatsu et al.[48] however
suggest that a higher pressure promotes the growth of side facets, either sm - or ra -plane,
i.e. the growth rate in c-direction increases with pressure, in the range of 100-200
mbar. This would mean that at a higher pressure, V-pit growth would be promoted,
contradicting the findings in these experiments.
Looking at another important growth parameter, temperature, Habel and Hiramatsu
do find increased LGR for higher temperature. Moreover this effect is stronger (factor
4 over 100 °C) than the decrease in later growth rate by pressure (factor 1.2 over 100
mbar), suggesting that the temperature effect is dominant in the growth rate [21]. Even
though for all samples the set reactor temperatures effectively agree (with a maximum
variation of 10 °C), the more important surface temperature turns out to be different.
All surface temperatures are lower than the reactor temperature, but at low pressure this
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temperature drop is even greater (see table 3.1 at page 34). The cause of the temperature
difference between the reactor temperature, measured beneath the reactor at the heater,
and the surface temperature is caused by the cool gas, i.e. reactants and hydrogen carrier
gas, flowing over the samples. The gas flows at the different pressures are optimized
for optimal growth and different between the samples. Therefore the cooling effect
differs between the two reactor pressures, resulting in different surface temperatures.
This difference in surface temperature then might explain the difference in LGR and
therefore the difference in pit density. Applying the earlier found correlations to these
sample preparations, with a temperature difference of 70°C and a pressure difference of
165 mbar, the temperature contribution to the change in lateral growth rate is a factor
2.4 and the pressure contribution a factor 2.
The further decrease in pit density by pentane doping can be explained by an additional
increase in LGR due to carbon impurities, as found for magnesium [97] and silicon
[98] impurities. This same increase should be found for the high pit density, precursor
doped, low pressure samples however, since they have a similar impurity concentration
as the pentane doped samples. Therefore this effect seems significantly smaller than the
increase in LGR by a change in temperature. To summarize the influence on lateral
growth: low pressure samples have a small LGR due to lower surface temperature and
a small additional LGR due to the carbon doping. The n.i.d. samples have a high LGR
due to a high surface temperature and no additional LGR due to doping. The pentane
doped samples have a high LGR due to high temperature and an additional LGR due
to carbon doping.
This trend for the LGR is supported by the TEM measurements comparing the pentane
doped sample with the precursor doped sample. The later growth was a factor 2.7±0.5
higher for the pentane doped sample. Since the carbon concentration for both samples
is considered equal, the increase in LGR can be attributed to an increase in temperature and pressure (and the presence of pentane). As mentioned before, temperature
and pressure have opposing effects on the lateral growth rate. Additional measurements
separating the two parameters can be done to distinguish between the two effects. Such
measurements could profit from a different control system of the reactor, keeping the surface temperature fixed rather than the reactor temperature. This would allow variation
of the surface temperature at a constant reactor pressure.
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Additional measurements can potentially find evidence for the contribution of carbon
doping to the LGR. By fixing the temperature and varying the carbon concentration
the influence of carbon doping can be found. Since growth temperature and carbon
concentration are closely related, as earlier mentioned in section 2.4.2, it is impossible
for the precursor doped samples to fix either temperature or carbon concentration and
change the other. Pentane doped samples have an independently controlled carbon
source (changing the amount of pentane present in the reactor), making them suitable
to fix one parameter and change the other. Therefore any experiments exploring the
separate influence of growth temperature and carbon concentration should be done using
pentane doped samples.

6.2

Crack formation

Another important observation is the occurrence of cracks for the pentane doped samples. Since these cracks are out of the scope of this work, no detailed analysis of their
appearance is carried out. Their formation however can give some insight into the formation of pits. In appendix A, a possible hint as to why these cracks are formed is given,
through analyzing the curvature of the samples.

6.3

Increase in pit diameter and depth

The third observation is an increase in pit diameter (and depth) of a factor 3.5±1.5 for
doped samples. The increased depth suggests that the V-pits originate in the carbon
doped layers, and that the introduction of carbon induces more irregularities and dislocations than in n.i.d. samples. Therefore carbon can induce a higher probability of
disrupting the vertical growth, which eventually causes the V-pit formation (no particle
is involved). The bigger diameter then follows from a longer growth time, since it originated earlier, of the V-pit with its inclined sidewalls. Additionally a longer growth time
can expose the V-pit to lateral growth for a longer time, decreasing its diameter. This
suggests that the origins of the V-pit lie even deeper, since the lateral growth decreases
the large diameter caused by its deep origin. In all cases there is a possibility of a V-pit
originating at a particle. The size of such a pit is then a combination of the size of the
disruption caused by the particle and the lateral growth rate, as explained in chapter 5.
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Pit orientation

The fourth observation is an apparent rotation of the pits for pentane doped samples.
The n.i.d. samples and trimethyl-doped samples exhibit sm -plane side facets, whereas
the pentane doped samples show ra -plane side facets. In literature the sm -plane is
predominantly found, so one might consider this plane as the normal facet plane. This
suggests a change in either growth rate or surface energy for the pentane doped samples.
Following Northrup and Neugebauer [47], the surface energy of GaN planes can be
lowered by inclusion of indium atoms. Something similar is possibly happening with
carbon atoms. Surface energies are very complex and dependent on a multitude of
parameters, as mentioned in Li [44]. Possibly the combination of high pressure and
temperature and high carbon concentration lowers the surface energy of the ra plane,
to make it more energetically favorable than the sm -plane. Redoing the calculations by
Northrup and Neugebauer for carbon, instead of indium, should point out if carbon can
change the surface energy in a similar fashion as indium and might give more insight
into the mechanisms at work.

6.5

Big pits exhibit mixed orientation

Lastly the orientations appeared to have a correlation with size. Especially the large
pits (around 1 µm) appeared to have a dodecagonal shape, or a mixed orientation. This
can be explained by energy minimization; even though the additional planes have a
higher surface energy, their introduction leads to a decrease in overall surface area, since
they offer a ’shortcut’. Thus it leads to a decrease in total surface energy. A similar
observation, the introduction of a ra -plane between two neighboring sm -planes, is also
found by Sun et al.[99].
For the observation that ra -plane pits are larger than sm -plane pits, no explanation is
found, partly because of the scarcity of reports on ra -plane pits in literature. However
one can speculate on a possible mechanism that incorporates these findings, as is done
in section 6.7.
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Figure 6.1: Model describing pit formation and closure.

6.6

Proposed model

To summarize, a mechanism describing formation and closure of V-pits is proposed based
on these observations (see figure 6.1).

1. A particle falls on the template or substrate.
2. The particle disrupts the vertical growth. sm -planes (for precursor doped and n.i.d.
samples) or ra -planes (for pentane doped samples) are grown as alternative to the
c-growth, i.e. a hole with crystallographic lateral facets (V-pit) is created.
3. Lateral growth fills the pit, depending on the lateral and vertical growth rates
shutting or opening the pit. High surface temperature samples have a higher
LGR, therefore more V-pits get shut and the pit density decreases. Carbon doping
further increases the LGR.

6.7

Speculative improved model

Not all observations in this work can be explained by this model, for example the low
standard deviation for the pit diameter at the n.i.d. samples and the larger size of the
sm -plane pits compared to the ra -plane pits. Relating this unexplainable observation
to literature, one can speculate on an improved model, that additionally incorporates
findings from other works in literature. However, without critical, experimental evidence
this model remains purely speculative. Thus, it cannot be stressed enough, this enhanced
model is only partly based on evidence in this work and includes unfunded assumptions.
The enhanced model (see figure 6.2) is presented here merely to build a framework and
give suggestions for further research relating to this subject.
The first addition to the model is an extra category of causes for V-pit formation. As
mentioned in section 2.4.2, there are other causes for V-pit formation than particles.
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Figure 6.2: Speculative improved model of the formation and closure of V-pits

These other causes (e.g. stacking faults, threading dislocations and inversion domain
boundaries) can be categorized as defects. V-pits originated by such defects are not
observed in these experiments, so in order to confirm this model, they should be observed
first. The defects or dislocations can cause either a disturbance in the vertical growth
or induce pit formation through a different mechanism, as will be explained below. As
can be seen in figure 5.1 in chapter 5 (as vertical lines that reach the surface), there are
defects that do not cause a V-pit. This is also observed in literature [39][50], but no
explanation, as to why they do not cause a V-pit, is given.
The second addition is another incentive, or mechanism, to form V-pits. In the present
work, the mechanism found is a disturbance in the vertical growth by foreign particles,
but in literature there is mention of another mechanism, strain relaxation. As mentioned
earlier in section 2.4.2, the driving force for pit formation can be a “reduction in energy
achieved by avoiding the accumulation of strained material in the region near the core of
the dislocation.” [47] This mechanism could explain why the small pits at n.i.d. samples
did not grow shut through lateral growth; shutting the pits would defeat the purpose of
the formation, i.e. it is energetically unfavorable.
Song [58] additionally explains that the strain relaxation occurs at a critical thickness of
the buffer layers. This might explain the relatively small standard deviation of the pit
size for the n.i.d. samples; the pits start developing at the same time, or more precisely
the same thickness. If TEM measurements of these typically sized pits show that there
are no particles involved in the pit formation, this might be considered evidence to
support the strain relaxation mechanism.
Furthermore it is stated that the reduction in strain energy is accomplished at the
expense of increased surface energy, and the size and shape of the pit is affected by the
surface and dislocation energetics.[47] This gives a hint as to why the ra -plane pits are
bigger than sm -plane pits; their surface energy could be lower. As mentioned before,
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these surface energies are hard to predict, so additional calculations are needed to explain
the size difference in more detail.

Chapter 7

Conclusion
In conclusion the combination of AOI tools and SEM allowed detailed measurements of
the V-pit density and morphology on three different species of samples. A clear influence
of the growth parameters, pressure and temperature was found.
Using the freedom provided by pentane as external C doping source, higher growth
pressure can be achieved. Increasing the pressure by 165 mbar and consequently the
surface temperature by 70°C, lowers the V-pit density by a factor 3±0.7. Adding pentane
further decreases the density a factor 10±5. TEM measurements attribute the decrease
in pit density to an increase in lateral growth. This increase is quantified to a factor
2.7±0.5 over 70°C and 165 mbar (and the introduction of pentane). Relating this finding
to literature it seems more likely that the increased lateral growth is a result of the
increased surface temperature than of the increased pressure.
Increasing the carbon concentration, either through TMG or adding pentane, results in
an increase of the average pit diameter and pit depth by a factor 3.5±1.5.
Adding pentane changes the crystal orientation of the side facets of the V-pits from
sm -planes to ra -planes, which is probably caused by a decrease in surface energy due to
the high temperature, pressure and carbon concentration.
Based on these findings a formation mechanism is proposed. However the small standard
deviation of the pit diameter for n.i.d. samples and the larger size of the sm -plane
pits compared to the ra -plane pits cannot be explained by this formation mechanism.
Additional experiments are needed to support proposals by an enhanced model that
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possibly explains the remaining observation and incorporates findings in other works in
literature.

Chapter 8

Recommendations
Based on this work several recommendations for further research can be proposed. Some
of these recommendations are already mentioned in the earlier sections of this work.
They are listed here again to offer a complete overview.
A first recommendation is an expansion of the number of samples and pits measured.
The trends found for the growth parameters apply to the samples used, but these are
only six samples. Moreover they apply to only a few tens of pits. Clearly it would be
extremely helpful to record data on more pits and more samples per run. Since these
runs might be susceptible to fluctuations, multiple runs would even further improve the
stability of the trends.
Where the density and morphology measurements using SEM and AOI are a great
indicator of the result of growth parameters, the TEM measurements are a great source of
information on the history and formation of a pit. Such a TEM measurement is a costly
experiment, both in time and financially. However the measurement provided a load of
information on the possible origin and formation mechanism of a V-pit. Since this only
concerns two pits, it is difficult to statistically correctly extrapolate the findings of this
measurement to all pits. Running the same measurement for multiple pits can increase
the statistical stability of the predictions made based on these first two measurements.
Both the formation mechanism and the ultimate result (expressed in density and morphology) can thus be statiscally improved. To find out more about the result of growth
parameters, investing time in increasing the number of data points with the AOI and
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SEM method is recommended. For more information on the formation mechanism,
investments in more TEM measurements should be made.
Another great source of information on pit and crack formation is hidden in the curvature
of the structure. An attempt to grasp the implications of this curvature was done
alongside the experiments presented in this work (see appendix A for a more detailed
discussion), but no definite conclusion which could contribute to the findings in this
thesis could be drawn. Further investigating this theme is highly recommended, since I
believe it gives insight in the evolution of stress relief.
As mentioned before, temperature and pressure have opposing effects on the lateral
growth rate. Additional measurements separating the two parameters can be done to
distinguish between the two effects. Such measurements could profit from a different
control system of the reactor, keeping the surface temperature fixed rather than the
reactor temperature. This would allow variation of the surface temperature at a constant
reactor pressure. These different samples can then be measured for the effect on the pit
density, by SEM and AOI, and on the lateral growth rate, by TEM.
Additional measurements can potentially find evidence for the contribution of carbon
doping to the LGR. By fixing the temperature and varying the carbon concentration
the influence of carbon doping can be found. Since growth temperature and carbon
concentration are closely related, as earlier mentioned in section 3.1.4, it is impossible
for the precursor doped samples to fix either temperature or carbon concentration and
change the other. Pentane doped samples have an independently controlled carbon
source (changing the amount of pentane present in the reactor), making them suitable
to fix one parameter and change the other. Therefore any experiments exploring the
separate influence of growth temperature and carbon concentration should be done using
pentane doped samples. These different samples can again be measured for the effect
on the pit density, by SEM and AOI, and on the lateral growth rate, by TEM.
The speculative model proposed in chapter 6.7 requires additional measurements and
observations to proof it right. There are other causes (e.g. stacking faults, threading dislocations and inversion domain boundaries) for V-pit formation than particles,
as mentioned earlier. V-pits originated by such defects are not observed in these experiments, so in order to confirm the improved model, they should be observed first.
Additionally these observations can support the strain relaxation mechanism proposed
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by Song [58], predicting different pits to have a uniform size. If TEM measurements of
these typically sized pits show that there are no particles involved in the pit formation,
this might be considered evidence to support the strain relaxation mechanism.
The rotation of the pits in pentane doped samples is attributed to a change in surface
energy. As mentioned before, these surface energies are hard to predict. Typically
these energies are calculated using density functional theory. Making these calculations
concerning the environment (with pentane and hydrogen present) in these experiments
can shed light on the cause of the rotation. Additionally the surface energy might explain
the size difference between a-oriented pits and m-oriented pits, according to Northrup
and Neugebauer [47].

Appendix A

Curvature
This thesis mostly described defect densities and pits. Another inherent phenomenon in
heteroepitaxy is bending of the wafer. This is mainly caused by the difference in thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) between the substrate and the grown material, which
during cool down after the growth process induces this bending. In this appendix some
(unfinished) research is presented on curvature measurements, analyzing the bending of
the wafer.

A.1

Fundamental aspects

In order to completely understand the measurements presented in this appendix, some
additional fundamental aspects are covered.
Most effort in strain engineering is done to prevent this bending at cool down. However
entirely eliminating bowing of the wafer is very hard, since curving at cool down is not
completely predictable, since strain relaxation through pits and cracks is not completely
understood. A sample with high curvature creates problems in processing; during the
important photo lithography steps the wafer is put on a stepper. This stepper moves
very quickly during the lithography, so the wafer needs to be attached firmly to the
stepper. This is done by creating a vacuum under the wafer, but when the wafer is bend
too much, this vacuum might not be strong enough to withstand the forces during rapid
movement. This causes the wafer to slip, introducing errors when the wafer is illuminated
with a specific pattern. Also the masks should be adjusted to obtain optimal results with
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highly curved wafers. For the standard IAF process on 100 mm diameter substrates,
the acceptable wafer bow must be between ±70 µm, corresponding to curvature values
between ±56 km−1 .
There are several contributions to wafer bending: a difference in lattice parameter between substrate and deposited layers (as extensively covered in section 3.1), a difference
in TEC a vertical temperature gradient in the substrate, .
The vertical temperature gradient is formed when the front side of the wafer is cooled by
the gasses in the reactor flowing over the surface [100]. When the heat conductivity of the
substrate is low, as for example in sapphire, this can lead to a significant temperature
difference between front side and back side. This leads to bending of the substrate
following:
κtg = αs

Tback − Tf ront
hs

(A.1)

With κtg the curvature induced by a temperature gradient (in km−1 ), s the TEC (in
K −1 ) of the substrate, Tback and Tf ront the temperature at the back side and front
side respectively and hs the thickness of the substrate. Si(111) substrates however
have thermal conductivity five or six times higher than sapphire [101], so that the heat
spreads much more evenly instead of building up this temperature gradient. Moreover
the thermal expansion coefficient of Si is a factor 3 lower than with sapphire [100][102].
Therefore with Si substrates the curvature induced by a vertical temperature gradient
is negligible.
The strain caused by a difference in TEC between the substrate and the grown materials,
can be expressed as:
 = dα · dT

(A.2)

With  the strain, dα the difference in thermal expansion coefficient and dT the temperature difference upon cool down. For GaN (5.59 · 10−6 K −1 [9]) and Si (2.59 · 10−6 K −1 [9])
this difference is 3 · 10−6 K −1 . As in a bi-metal this difference in expansion leads to
bending of the epitaxial structure (or film) and the substrate. In case of GaN on Si
this leads to tensile strain and therefore concave curvature (See figure A.1 below). This
curvature can be calculated using the Stoney equation [100]:
κ=6

Mf hf

Ms h2s

(A.3)
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Figure A.1: Curvature through thermal and lattice mismatch. Reprinted from [68]

with κ the curvature,  the strain (both from thermal and lattice mismatch), Mf,s
the biaxial moduli, and hf, s the thickness of the film and the substrate respectivelyi .
Clos et al.[103] proposed a non-linear approach to Stoney’s formula to more accurately
represent the mismatch strain. For the case of GaN on Si(111)[104] this modification
can be reduced to a correction coefficient c:
κ = 6c

With a substrate thickness of 675 µm,

Mf
Ms

Mf h f

Ms h2s

(A.4)

= 1.7 and a correction coefficient of 0.7 [104]

this reduces to:
κ = 15.67 · 103 hf 

(A.5)

with hf in µmii .

A.2

Method

The curvature of the samples used in these experiments are measured in two different
ways: an in-situ curvature measurement by the EpiCurve TT Two sensor and an ex-situ
bow measurement using a Tropel FlatMaster 100. The EpiCurve sensor can additionally measure reflectance oscillations, yielding the growth rate of the deposited layers, a
parameter needed in calculations later on. All methods and calculations are explained
in this paragraph.
i

The formula makes use of the approximation hf << hs , which in these experiments is fulfilled
(4µm << 675µm).
ii
These values are adapted from Aidam et al.[104], who studied structures consisting of only an AlN
seeding layer and a thick GaN buffer. The step-graded buffer and AlN interlayer that are used in these
measurements are not included in these approximations. The very thin AlN interlayers are not likely to
effect the approximation significantly and the graded buffer seems to have negligible effect as well.
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Figure A.2: Principle of a grazing incidence interferometer for wafer bow measurement. Reprinted from [105].

A.2.1

Bow measurement

Bending of a wafer can be expressed in two different parameters, bow and curvature.
While the in-situ measurement records the wafers curvature, the apparatus used to
measure ex-situ, records bow. Bow is defined as the height difference between the
lowest point and the highest point of a paraboloid best fitting the wafer shape. In these
experiments a Tropel Flatmaster 100 is used. This Flatmaster is a non-contact grazing
incidence interferometer (see figure A.2 below)
A helium-neon laser is focused on a spatial filter (to remove aberrations), which in turn
is placed in the focal point of a doublet (two lenses paired together). A prismatic beam
splitter directs one beam (the object beam) to the surface under test, in this case a wafer
with a thin film, and one reference beam to a second prismatic beam splitter. The object
beam strikes the surface under a high incidence angle (hence the name grazing angle) in
order to increase the reflectance of (normally low reflective,) unpolished surfaces [105].
The second prismatic beam splitter recombines the two beams, inducing interference.
The superposed beam illuminates a CCD camera, which records the fringe pattern.
These fringes are a result of a difference in phase between the two beams. This phase
difference correlates with local wafer heightiii , after which the bow (heighest point lowest
point of the best fitting paraboloid) is calculated. Figure A.3 presents a typical result
of such a bow measurement.
As mentioned before, bending of a wafer can be expressed in two different parameters,
bow and curvature. Curvature is defined as the reciprocal radius of the virtual circle(segment) that could be fitted to the curve. One can proof (see appendix B.3) that
iii
Unfortunately the exact correlation is not found in literature. In section A.2.2 a correlation is given
for Fabry-Pérot interferometry, which might give a clue to the correlation for this grazing incidence
interferometer.
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Figure A.3: Typical result of a bow measurement with the FlatMaster 100. The color
scale indicates the height of the wafer at different locations. The best fitted parabola
for this measurement, not shown in this figure, resulted in a bow of (-9 µm)

curvature κ relates to the earlier defined bow b following:
κ=−

8b
2
Dw

(A.6)

with Dw the diameter of the wafer. Using the standard unit of curvature (km−1 ) and
bow (µm) and taking the diameter of the wafer to be 10 cm, this simply becomes:
κ = −0.8 · b

(A.7)

as is found by Aida et al.[106] Using this relationship the results from a bow measurement
can be converted into a curvature value.

A.2.2

Curvature measurement

In the ceiling of the MOCVD reactor chamber EpiCurve TT Two sensors are mounted
to monitor the curvature during growth of all eleven 100 cm wafers. For one wafer there
can be up to three different sensors, in order to measure the curvature at the center
of the wafer, at half radius and at full radius. Figure A.4 shows the elements of these
sensors. A laser beam is split and the two beams reflect from the wafer. A chromatic
mirror directs the reflected beams into the CCD camera, while it simultaneously filters
light of other wavelengths (incandescent light emitted from the wafers). Part of the reflected beams (10%) is directed by a half-mirror into a reflection compensation detector,
which regulates the laser intensity. Depending on the curvature these two beams either
move closer towards each other (concave wafer, example B), move away from each other
(convex wafer, example C) or stay at the same distance (flat wafer, example A). The
distance between the beams is a measure of the curvature.
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Figure A.4: Schematic overview of the Epicurve TT module. Adapted from the
LayTec Manual, version 1.0, December 2008, D-60071 Berlin

An important difference between the bow value measurement done with the Flatmaster
and the final curvature measured by the EpiTT Curve is the temperature at which the
measurements are carried out. While the Flatmaster measurement is done at room
temperature, the finale value of the EpiTT Curve curvature is measured at 100°C. This
difference can be compensated with an additional curvature term by thermal mismatch,
following equation B.2.

A.2.3

Growth rate measurement

The vertical growth rate is a key parameter in epitaxial growth. Optical reflectance
is a popular method of measuring this growth rate in real time. This method (called
Fabry-Pérot interferometry) uses interference patterns to deduce the layer thickness.
When a beam of coherent light is incident on a thin film on a substrate, it partly reflects
and partly propagates in the thin film. At the interface between the substrate and the
film the same thing happens; the light partly propagates in the substrate and is partly
reflected back into the thin film. At the interface between the thin film and air again the
light splits (and so on). The light that reflected on top of the thin film at the first place
and the light that reflected at the substrate and escaped the thin film again, interact to
form an interference pattern. Whether the superposition of both beams is constructive
or destructive, depends on the phase difference caused by the longer route of the beam
that went through the thin film. This extra pathway is given by:
D = 2 n d cos θ tan θ

(A.8)

with n the refractive index of the thin film, d the film thickness and θ the angle of
incidence. This gives a maximum when this difference is an even number of half the
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sin θ
wavelength of the light (2nd tan
θ = m·λ) and a minimum when it is half a number of the
sin θ
1
wavelength of the light (2 n d tan
θ = (m + 2 ) · λ). λ in both equations is the wavelength

of the light used. These oscillations are called Fabry-Prot oscillations and are seen in
the reflectance of the light used to measure the curvature. This beam enters normal to
the surface (see figure A.2). The deviation by curvature is only very small, so one can
approximate θ by 90°. This reduces the equation to 2 n d = m · λ and 2 n d = (m + 12 ) · λ
respectively. The growth rate can then easily be found from the distance between two
peaks (the distance in this case is clearly a measure of time).
GR =

λ
2 n dt

(A.9)

With dt the time between two maxima or minima. The amplitude of the reflectance R
is given by
R=

Iref lected
k2
= (n − 1)2 +
+ k2
Iincident
(n + 1)2

(A.10)

with n again the refractive index and k the extinction index. These indexes are material
properties and therefore the amplitude of the reflectance is a measure of the composition
of the layer. This could be used to determine for example the composition of the graded
buffer (even though it is not done in these experiments).

A.2.4

Data manipulation

As mentioned before, one can attribute several sources that contribute to the final strain;
strain by lattice mismatch (lm ), strain by thermal mismatch (tm ) and strain relaxation
through defects (def ), such as pits and cracks:
f inal = lm + tm − def

(A.11)

Through equation A.5 strain information can be converted to curvature data: Or similarly
κf inal = κlm + κtm − κdef

(A.12)

During growth of the samples used in this research, the evolution of curvature over
time was measured by the EpiCurve TT sensors. This allows detailed analysis of the
curvature and the influence of different sources. The strain through lattice mismatch
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does not differ significantly between the samples, since they are all consisting of the
same sequence of material (AlN on Si, AlGaN on AlN, GaN on AlGaN and interlayers
of AlN). Thus for simplicity this strain through lattice mismatch is considered equal for
all samples.
The strain through thermal mismatch can be calculated through equation A.2. The
temperature difference upon cool down is also recorded by temperature sensors near the
surface and the difference in TEC is known. Again, through equation A.5 this strain
value can be converted to a curvature value. In order to do so the thickness of the film
is needed; a parameter that unfortunately is not recorded by EpiCurve TT. The sensor
does record the Fabry-Pérot oscillations however, which can be translated to a growth
rate (as explained in section A.2.3). Using the step code (a parameter that keeps track
of which step of the growth process is carried out) one can approximate the growth time,
which can be multiplied by the growth rate to give a layer thickness. Per step in the
growth process also the growth material (Gan, AlGaN or AlN) changes and therefore
the difference in thermal expansion coefficient. The evolution of the curvature is then
approximated as a sum of the thermal mismatch strain per step in the recipe:
κtm = 15.67 · 103

X
layer

GRlayer dtlayer (αlayer − αsubstrate )

(A.13)

Even though the change in curvature upon cool down should be the same for all structures (since they consist of the same layer sequences with the same difference in TEC),
the different growth rates recorded give a slight difference (4%) in this curvature attributed to thermal mismatch between the different samples.

A.3

Results

Figure A.5 shows the curvature measured during growth of three different sample runs.
The curvature is an average over multiple wafers in the same run. The arrows at the
right side represent the average of the (temperature corrected) bow measurements done
with the Flatmaster ex-situ and show great accordance with the curvature measured
by EpiCurve TT. From this graph one can see a clear distinction between the high
pressure and low pressure samples. Up until 2.5 hours of growth (representing the
growth of the graded buffer layers) the curvature of all samples evolves in a similar
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Figure A.5: The evolution of the wafer curvature over time for the different samples.
The arrows at the right hand side mark the (converted and adjusted) bow values measured ex-situ. N.B. the range of the temperature sensor, which has a lower limit of
400°C. From the recipe a final temperature of about 100°C is found. The temperature
graph is taken from the pentane doped (M0860) run. This makes it applicable to all
200 mbar samples, but is a little higher than the temperature for the 36 mbar run.

fashion. Afterwards (at the start of either doped or undoped GaN) the low pressure
sample grows to a significantly more negative curvature. When at cool down all samples
undergo the same increase in curvature this makes the low pressure samples end up with
a negative curvature (i.e. convex and compressively strained), whereas the high pressure
samples end up at positive curvatures (i.e. concave and tensile strained). Although all
samples end up with a similar acceptable absolute value of curvature, within ±56 km− 1,
a negative curvature is preferred. Positive curvature namely implicates tensile strained
layers, leaving the structure susceptible to cracks.
The steep increase of the curvature after approximately 4.5 hours is the infamous tensile strain caused by cool down (as can be seen in the dotted curve representing the
temperature). This increase in curvature can be measured and then compared to the
Table A.1: Measured and calculated changes in curvature dκ upon cool down

Sample
M0825
M0830
M0831
M0860

dκ from graph
161
159
150
143

dκ from calculation
168
169
175
176

∆dκ
7
10
25
33
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theoretical value calculated using equation B.11. The result of these measurements and
calculations are presented in table A.1. One can see from this table that the measured
and calculated values for run M0825 and M0830 are quite close, whereas the values for
M0860 and M0831 are deviating significantly more. When looking at equation B.9 and
B.10, and keeping in mind that the contribution due to lattice mismatch is considered
equal for all runs, this suggests that there is a larger contribution of strain relaxation
due to defects in these latter runs. This is confirmed, as mentioned in section 3.2.2, by
the existence of cracks in these runs, whereas there are no cracks observed in M0825 and
M0830.

Appendix B

Proofs
In this appendix mathematical proofs of formulas introduced in other sections of the
thesis are presented.

B.1

Facet angle of a V-pit

In section 2.4.1 the facet angle of a V-pit with sm -planes is introduced through equation
2.8. This facet angle α can be expressed in lattice parameters a and c. Figure B.1A
shows a side view of an sm -plane. The facet angle α between the two vectors and angle
β between the vector and the plane sum up to 90°, the definition of the vector of a plane.
This angle β is found again in the triangle bound by solid lines (through the alternate
interior angle theorem). This triangle is bound by atoms, of which the distance between
the atoms is c and x. Angle α can be found in this triangle again, by definition of a
right triangle, and can be expressed as:
α = tan−1

c
x

(B.1)

Figure B.1B represents a top view of the situation, in which the blue square represents
the sm -plane. The in-plane lattice parameters of the hexagonal structure are all the
same (length a) and therefore the horizontal component of the sm -plane equals a vector
x, pointing from the central atom of the hexagon to the middle of a line between two
neighboring atoms at the edge of the hexagon. The length of vector x follows from
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Figure B.1: A) side view and B) top view of an sm -plane. α is the facet angle, β
its complementary angle, x is the horizontal component of the vector connecting to
neighboring atoms and c the out-of-plane lattice constant

simple geometry, knowing the angles of an equilateral triangle are 60°:
a
x = tan 60° · =
2

√
3a
2

(B.2)

This can be combined with equation B.1 to finally hold:
−1

α = tan

B.2



2c
√
3a


(B.3)

Measurement of facet angle of V-pit

In order to determine the facet angle of a V-pit, the depth of the pit can be measured
by tilting the sample (illustrated in figure B.2A), as mentioned in section 4.3.1 and
expressed in equation 4.1. The depth of the pit follows from the apparent shift of the
center dy. The line depicting the depth Y is tilted by an angle equal to the tilt angle γ.
The depth can then be calculated by relating the tilt angle to the apparent shift of the
center through:
Y =

dy
sin γ

(B.4)

Similar to proof B.1 one can proof that the facet angle α can be found in a triangle
bound by the facet, the depth of the pit and half the diameter of the pit (see figure
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Figure B.2: Side view of A) a tilted and B) an untilted V-pit. γ is the tilt angle,
dy the apparent shift of the center of the pit, Y the deduced pit depth, α is the facet
angle, β its complementary angle and D/2 half the pit diameter.

B.2B). Therefore the facet angle can be expressed as:
α = tan

−1



2Y
D


(B.5)

Combined with equation B.4 this gives:
α = tan−1

B.3



2 dy
D sin γ


(B.6)

Relationship between curvature and bow

In section A.2.1, equation A.6 is used to convert a value for the bow of a wafer into a
value for the curvature. In the figure B.3 Rw is the radius of the wafer, b is the bow of

Figure B.3: Radius of curvature and bow for a curved wafer. Rw is the radius of the
wafer, b is the bow of the wafer and rc the radius of curvature. Adapted from Edwards
et al
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the wafer and rc the radius of curvature. The angle Θ equals Rw /rc by definition of a
central angle. Then one can see:
rc − b = rc · cos Θ

(B.7)

b = rc − rc · cos Θ = rc (1 − cos Θ)



Rw
b = rc 1 − cos
rc

(B.8)
(B.9)

Because of the radius rc appearing both in the cosine and in front of the cosine, this
equation cannot be solved explicitly for rc . To avoid this problem, one can replace the
cosine by a Taylor series. In the first order this gives:
cos Θ = 1 −

Θ2
2

(B.10)

Inserting this in the previous equation one gets:



2
Rw
R2
R2
b = rc 1 − 1 − 2
= rc w2 = w
2rc
2rc
2rc

(B.11)

Knowing that the curvature κ equals the reciprocal of the radius of curvature rc and the
radius of the wafer Rw is half the wafer diameter (Dw /2), one gets:
b=

2
κ · Dw
8

(B.12)

8b
2
Dw

(B.13)

which can be readily inverted to:
κ=

The minus sign is then introduced to sort out the definition; a concave wafer has negative
bow and positive curvature:
κ=−

8b
2
Dw

(B.14)
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